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The advances iii technology and its application to the world of leisure have 
generated a new model of cultiiral expression: the videogame. Among the scripts 
chosen for these, there are those of a historical nature, or simulation of this past, 
but with special emphasis on the medieval period. This artide presents the reality of 
this phenomenon applied to the knowledge and divulgation that these games offer 
aboui the Middle Ages. 
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l. Start: Programmes 
This expressive way is the start for what 1 intend to be a first approach to the 
coi~iylcx and complele world of videogames by professionals and aficionados in 
medieval Iiistory. In many cases the contents will be known to some (1 suppose the 
younger amorig the readersj but others (certainly inany) will encounter for the first 
time a series of names and denominations that belong to the specific semantic field of 
videogames, constituting almost a slang. If you understand nothing in the following 
sentence, you belong to this second group: MTW 11, from the TW saga, is a TBS 
videogame, although the combats are RTS, that requires a minimum of a 1,800 MHz 
chipset, 512 Mb RAM, a graphic card with 128 Mb, DirectX 9 and Wiridows 20001 
XP OS (although the truth is that you need a more powerful unit). This sentence 
includes the abbreviated name of a very well-knowis game of managemeni, strategy 
and tactics ser in the high and late Middle Ages (Medieval Total War 11, that is, rhe 
second version), the abbreviations of Turn Based Stracegy, developed by the player, 
where you also manage material resources that allow your faction to advance and 
rhus generate sufficient military machinery to enable you to win the game (where 
previously you win purely tactical medieval battlesj. Thc acronym of Real Time 
Strategy, and the rest of the contents expressed are linked LO the hardware the gaine 
requires. This work is aimed fundamentally at those who have had no close contact 
with this world, or those who see it through eyes prejudiced by mere disdain for 
the unknown, as a resuli of one's own insecurity. But it is also destined for those 
who have certain notions, so that my reflections can offer another point of view or 
generate new ways for applicatiots and reflection. 
1 am not trying to offer an encyclopaedic presentation of rhe vast world of the 
videogame, nor the importance thai it has for leisure in our civilisation (although 
1 mention it in passiiig). Nor do 1 even present a list of al1 ihe videogames linked 
to, or inspired by, the medieval period or the Middle Ages, in its widest sense. 
Accordingly, someone may feel some titles are missing. My aim is to present a 
specific reality, that is the prescnce and roots of the videogame phenomenon in 
modern society (and specifically among adolescents and post-adolescents, extending 
to individuals between thirty and Forty, approximately' (but does not extend to the 
portable videogame consoles Eor the adult public and third agej,' and its impact 
1. The reaort on "Habits and initiation lo videoilames in the over 35s". carried out in Deceniber 2008 bv 
Arocfación fispañol~ de distribuidores y editores de Software de entretenimirnto. ~ i c r m b e r  2008. 3f0 May 2009 
chttp:ilwww.ades~.eslpdfl~jad~ltosesiudio.pdf~. 
2. The co~ninissian that approvcd ihe inclusion of rhe videogame industry as a cultural indiisrry, stated 
the foliowing "In its exiraoidinary divcrsity, thc vidcogame is used by boih childrcn and young peaple 
as weli as adults. so it also rcpresents a good opportunity to expciimeiit with new pedagogic formulas 
in educational developmenr and rhe foimaiion of civic valties (File number 161100077410000)". 
"Proposición no de ley presentada por el Grupo Parlamentario Socialista. relativa a la pronioción y 
el respalda a la industria cultural del videojuego". Boielín Oficial de las Cortes Generales. Congreso de los 
Diputados. DI 148, 17 February 2009: 40. 
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on the divulgation o! the concept of medieval. This is from the point of view of the 
perception we receive through this informative channel (which is really leisure) 
and specifically in the field of the professionals in medieval history, both at the leve1 
of secondary educarion and the university. 
This is precisely one of the first steps rhat need establishing io begin our route. 
Why do we play at Medievo? What is i r  that attracts us to that epoch that induces 
us to play as if we were living in the past? My final conclusion will be that, in the 
end, it is a question of just that, oí playing, with al1 the advantages that leisure 
infers lor learning and the educational act in itself, always from the viewpoint of a 
medievalist and medieval history. 1 am not a pedagogue, so nobody should expect 
a treatise about the educational vaiue of videogames, which, it rnust be mentioned. 
has appeared in other forums, with varied results. 1 do not, however, rule out an 
incursion into this rerrain from the perspective of university teaching. 
Al1 these precautions that 1 present are related to the heterodox fact that an 
ariicle about videogames and the Middle Ages can appear a priori, as with one on 
cinema and the medieval period, as would have been, in its time, one about medieval 
literature and history, and the wide field that supposes the application ol multiple 
disciplines3 toa specific subject of study. For some people, the world of the videogame 
is as distant as it is close and day-to-day for others. Thus, the idea is to present the 
neophytes with a precise and specific reality that represents a fundamental part 
of leisure. We know that in 2005, the videogames business in Spain overtook the 
cinema (both at the box office and in video) and music industries.4 In fact, the 2008 
figure for Spain was a turnover of 1,4325 million euros, the fourth European country 
and the sixth in ihe world in consumption of interactive enteriainment software. 
In this sense, something that the creators themselves assume consciously must be 
clear, which is that it is not only a question of leisure. The developer M. Frasca 
expressly mentioned in an  interview that "los juegospueden ir mucho más allá que el 
simple entretenimiento. Lo mismo sucede con el cine, la televisión, la música. Los videojuegos no 
tienen por qué ser una ex~epción".~ However, referring to whai "explaining sotnething" 
3. The ieflections about the by no nieanr new concept of intcrdisciplinurity are very interesting in this 
respect. in Castillo, Juan José. "La paradigma perdido de la intcrdiscipliiiaricdad: volver a los clásicos". 
Polírira y Sociedad. 26 (1997): 143-155. 
4. Benito Garcia. José María. "El mercado dei videojurgo: unas cifras". Icono 14. Revista cientpca semestral 
de ~omunicación audovisual y nuevas temoiogias. June 2006. Asociación rientifica de las N N l T  de la Edu. 
cación. 3"'May 2009 <h t tp : l /www. icono14 .ne r l r ev i s t a inun~7 ia r t eo /~20Mar ia%20Ben i to .pd~~ .  
5. Figure offered by Hobby Consalas. 212 (2009): 28. The document that contains the above-mentioned 
initiative in the Congreso de rhe Diputados specified a irirnover ni 700 million. but these are changing 
figures and permancntly growing and that at this nioment ir already obsoleie given its ongoing 
development. However. this figure corresponds to the data in the ISFE ieport foi 2007. where it must 
be taken into accorint that thc data refers to sales of software. no1 ro the sum total of the videogamc 
business, such as the sales o¡ ioiisolcs. '"Kev Fans. The arofile of the Eurooean Videoeamer". lnteractive 
8a7260921599321365911>. 
6. "The games can go far beyond simple enteitainment. The same happeix with the cinema, television 
or n~usic. There is no rcason why videogames shouid be an exccption". Esnaola I-ioracek, Graciela 
to distract or entertain means, the videogame goes way beyond the cinema, for 
example. The cinernatographic medinm is finite, limited and specific: the script and 
definition of the prod~ict with a time limit show this. The videogame is not like that. 
The new rion-lineal forms ol script mean that they diverge considerably from the 
traditional development of a film. Peter Molyneux (developer «f the gaine Fable and 
known as the "Icing of h'ype") mentioned the separation beiween videogame and 
cinema hased on this concept? The Spanish parliament approved ari initiative so 
that, given that the "industria del videogameo constituye uno de los sectores más dinámicos 
y pujantes de nuestra cultura", it should he recognised as an "industria cultural de primer 
orden". The same document considered the authors as "creativos culturales" and their 
staff made up of "guitmistas, dibujautes, modeladores and directors de artes, a la que se 
unen profesionales de la.? nuevas tecnologíasn, as integral parts OS this authorship, in 
a potential "internacioflalización de su actividad, en los misnzos términos que ei cine, la 
música, el libro o las artes  plástica^".^ It is thus a tangible reality. So let us see whai the 
approach to the Middle Ages from the perspective of the virtual game means for the 
quality and quantity of this information. The different views that arise will simply 
be the product of the multiple possibilities that the human being can see (and give) 
to these technologies. 
One final premise: the literature on this subject is as scarce as it is recent (for 
ohvious r e a s o n ~ ) . ~  The great majority of contributions are limited to the field OS 
the network, with electronic publications where immediacy supplants obsolescence 
into which these themes usually fa11 from the moment they are written. These stud- 
ies are mainly carried out by psychologists or pedagogues, although some will be 
useful for setting and placing games that belong to different typologies, al1 being on 
medieval snbjects. There are abundant references to ihese studies on the Internet, 
so it should not surprise if in many cases the date of the last visit coincides, as this 
was to chcck that they are still at the same URL. 
Alicia; Levir Czernik. Diego Levis. "La narrativa en los videojuegos: iin espacio cultural de aprendizaje 
socioemocional". Teoría de la Educación. 913 (2008): 53; Sárichc~ Peris, Francesc J. cooid. "Videojiicgos: 
tina herramienta edilcativa del 'horno digitalis"'. Reviira Elrctrónica Teotia de la Educación Educación y 
Cultura en la Sociedadde la información. 913. Novernber 2008. Universidad de Salanianca. 21" A1iril 2009. 
<htrp://wwwiisal.es/te0iiaeducaci~~n/r~~~n11nieio~09~03/n9~03~e~naoIa~Ie~is.pd~. 
7. lnterview with Peter Molyiieux. Morcaplayei, 8 (2009): 69. 
8. "the videogame induitry constituter one o l  thc most dynamic and fast-growinp secrors of our cultrire" 
(...) "first order cnltiiral industry" (...) "cultriral creators' (...) "scriptwriters, diaughtsmen. rriodellers 
and art directors, who are juined by piolessionalr in tlie ~ i e w  technologies" l . . . )  "i,iternationalisation o1 
their activity, in tlie sanle terrns as the cinema. rnusic. books or plastic arrs". See irrlte 3. 
9. In the Spanisli case. jusi a few refcrcnces havc bcen griten by: Rodrígi~ez, José María. '¿Historia o 
Rcción: la visión de la Edad Media eii los jriegos de ordcriador". Clío: revista de Hi.sforia, 37 (2004): 52- 
27; "El uso de Internet y los videojuegos en  la didácricu de la Historia iiiedieval", La hiiioria niedieval en 
la Enseñaizra Secundaria Obligaioria: un balance, Ana Erhevurria, coord. Madrid: Universidad Nacional de 
Educación a Distaiicia, 2008: 177-216. 
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2. Tutorial. What is a videogame? 
According to the definition in the RAE, a videogame is an "electronic device that 
allows one, by means of the appropriate controls, to simulategames on thescreen of a television 
or computer". Apart from the fact that this definition is already obsoleie, basically 
due to the appearance of new platforms that have nothing to do with a computer 
or a television (or what we understand as eitber of these devices), a videogarne is 
somewhat more complex. This is not a "device" as such, the question of controls 
is vague (a gamepad, a keyboard, a mouse, a joystick; there are also touch screens, 
like with the new multi-touch iechnofogy, applied to Apple's iPhone for example, 
where the games are handled from the machine's own screen, here a device), and 
where in reality they do not "simulate games", but rather verify games. In a word, 
one plays, one does not sirnulate playing: one simulates being a knight, a general, 
a trader, a strategist, a super-soldier, etc. Without it becorning a precedent. I find 
the definition in the oh  so dangerous Wikipedia closer to the mark, " A  videogame is 
a computational programme, createdfor entertainment, based on the interaction between one 
or more people and an electronic device (either a computer, an arcade system, a video console, 
a handheld device or nowadays a cellular phone), which executes said videogame. In many 
cases. these recreate virtual worlds in which the players can control one or more characlers 
(or any other element in that environment), to reach one or more objectives through a set oj 
rules".I0 
It is clear that this is a virtual element that uses a cybernetic device to generate 
leisure activity. At the same time a physical platform appears, and it is worth very 
briefly running through the history of the videogame to help us to understand the 
reality and deep roots in our society, the same thac untiringly demands contents 
inspired in the medieval period, under any excuse and in any format (that of the 
videogames included). The reason is that the videogame can only be played through 
a machine (described simply and almost simplistically), so that we can only access 
the game if we have the possibility at a specific moment to acquire. or use, one 
device or another. This fact is also important, as technological progress has allowed 
the virtual re-creations of the Middle Ages to hecome progressively more spectacular, 
thus adding Po the intrinsic attraction of the game. 
For sorne sociologists" the videogame is the gateway for children and young 
people to approach the information and comrnunicatioil technologies (the famous 
TICs). The most normal is that for us to find students in university classrooms whose 
deepest approach to History, not only Spanish but also European, has been through 
one (or various) videogames. That is why we should not consider the question 
inane. given the enorrnous impact it is having on our society, and despite this only 
being an impression among those of us who have approached the subject." 
10. "Videojuego". Wikipedia. 21" Aprii 2009 < http:/lcs.wikipedia.org/wiki/videojuego>. 
11. Belli, Simane; Lóiirr Ravciitós, Cristian. "Breve historia de los videajucgos". Arhenra Di,9iial. 14 
(2008): 160. 
12. These same authors nicillir>r> this fact in the abovc airicle, showing that it "is a phenomenon ihai 
has still 11ot been studicd in depth by social researchers". Beili, Simoile; Lóprz Raventós. Ciistiaji. ''Breve 
The first videogames were the direct result of technological advances. The ap- 
plication of the new media to board games (including wargames) was a posteriori. 
Now is the moment to present where the game is played, and we will see that tlie 
platform is fundamental. On a board, there sufficcd a flat surface, ihe physical game 
and two or more players (except if one "engineers" it assolitaire). A videogame is, 
however, much more complex given the simple fact that the platform chqsen is the 
determining factor. 
2.1. The machine that serves for playing 
Nowadays, and for certain titles, the system we have chosen or opted to play on 
is determinate. The game is not a free element, so the media is often an etld in itself. 
The marketing of the inachine we play on appears as a handicap, a decisive factor, 
which allows us ta execute the chosen game. A computer (PC or Mac, Windows 
environment in its various versions, Linux ...), an  Xbox 360 console, a Playstation 
(versions One, 2, 3 and Portable), Ninteildo DS (plus al1 the earlier ones from this 
company, such as Game Cube or Game Boy), Wii (also from the Japanese giant), 
iPhone, N-Gage or various models of mobile phone  terminal^.'^ We are talking here 
about the field of hardware, the physical platform where tlie game is executed, that 
is the product of an increasingly fast evolution since the mid 20Ih century. 
Since the appearance of whai is considered the first console in 1972, the Mag- 
navox Odyssey", tbe panorama of the platforms destined exclusively for games has 
undergone one technological revolution after another. The first of iklese great mo- 
ments arnved with the iaunch of the Atan VCSl2600 at the end of rhe 1970s. This 
allowed games to be changed, each loaded onto an  exchangeable cartridge. Shortly 
afterwards, an  apparatus appeared on the market that could be used to programme 
games, al1 very simple with sober lineal interiaces in muted colours. This was the 
historia...": 160. 
13. Om this thenie, see Moreno Herrero. Isidro; Garcia Serrano. José Antoilio. "Las nuevas pantallas. un 
reto educativo". Revista Complulrnse de Edxcacibn, 1711 (2006): 135-149. 
14. Thc siories of thc vidcogarneplvtlormsand the garnes themselvesaredestined tobe done progressively. 
as they quickly become aiitiquarcd and obsolete. For the periads ser, that is rhe origins. developmcnt. 
beginnings of rhe lrardware and software cornpanies, rtc., it ir possible lo find high qilality und Iairly 
coinolete icxts. Therc are brief histories ol videoaaines in the elccrronic foirnat that we can iind on 
, i i t ~ . i ~ > c l  il.il'.rii;)i.i,i! < ' . l i t ~ i ? . , ~ < . r  203d 21' A I ~ I  >UJ'>:I!II!> $.al>~v~t\>p r t  s c ~ a ~ ~ r l > l . p  I.CI.> ' l l . , ~  ~ r ~ , t l c '  
1 \ ,  . l . ,  l .  2 1 u 1 < > i \ i & i , i i i i i . i  ii,< \ i . i i ,  ll,rl<.'.,. l i  1 r i ~ . i ~ < ~ l i i < g . . ~ >  
or vario's p&rs in "~rehisraiia de los videojuegos". 2050D.c. ~irrohistoriu de los !Jideoji<egos. 21" April 
2009 <http://sapieiis.ya.~0mlf~edworried/him1i~Micohistor~a-epl.htm forwards, alrering the digit). 
and on paprr in Guinness World Records. Espccial videojuejos 2008. Barcelona: Planeta, 2008: 24. and thc 
foliowing, Demaria, Rusel; Wilson, John L. High rcore! La Historia iludrada de los videojuqqos. Madrid: 
Osborne McGraw-Hiil, 2002. Sorne concentrate on the early stuges, rrying to define specific elcments 
of rhe phenomenoii, such as the arcade game. López Nieto, Daniel. "Análisis de¡ contexto histúrico y 
tecnológico del origen de los vidcajuegos", Icono 14. Revisra cieniifica semestial de comunicación audovisilal 
y nirevas rmologioz. Janiiary 2006. Asociación científica de las N N n '  de la Educación. 26"' April 2009. 
chtrp:llwww.iconoL4.netlrevistalnurn8iarticuios105.pdf>. 
Sinclair Specmim W, launched in 1982. There were already some machines in 
public places that gradually rcplaced the classic pinbali, among which thefe were 
the three eterna1 games: Pac-Man, Space I m d m  (m its multiple variants, induding 
Asteroids) and Tenis. However, in this epodi, and with the application of a nwel 
technology (laserdisc"), a game which sounded mediml could be played in amuse- 
ment arcades or bars, a game that has la9ted since then, with multiple editions in 
absolutely al1 the pladoms (recently even in UMD for BSP). 1 refer to Dragon's Lair, 
which was a transfcr of the sword strokes fiom a c a w n  with costumes identified 
with the medieval period and that was mntroiied by the player. 
Dirk, the leading charaaer (another question not dealr with in this article is 
the personality that these íictional or non-íictional characters take on), is clearly 
described in the user's manual for the BC game, "Help Dirk, a daring medieval 
knight, to rescue the princess Daphne, held prisoner in the dragon's lair". It was a 
great success, and it consisted of 800 decision points where a player who made no 
mistakes took less than ten minutes to complete the game. Was it the graphics, or 
the spectacular feeling of brandishing a sword? Nowadays it is still a cult, complete 
with marketing and graphic adaptations of the characters (we can find Daphne 
on the net represented as a pure sex symbol). But let us leave this kind of game 
aside. 1 also differentiate between the games that use improbable, famasy and magic 
- - 
15. A1 lhat time and with lhis iechnolugy, Mach 3. the ñnt rcally spenacular flight simulator for 
amusemeni arcades was produced. where &e player iiew a comba1 amralt. This game can be seen m a 
sequence o1 the film Tmn'nilforl. 
phenomena and elements (typical of the generaiised stereotype of the medieval), 
arid those that remain more or less triie to the historical record. 1 will return to tfiis 
point, as it is one oL the pillars of this study. 
This stage of development coincided with the change between the "golden" and 
the "driving" epochs, in Huertero's cla~sification.'~ In the first, the videogame be- 
came established as an element of horne entertairiment (the epoch of the above- 
mentioned "space invaders"), and in the secoi~d, between 1983 and 1994, the 
technological liniits for the creation of videogames diminished. This was when the 
Lranchises of this product were generated. The above-mentioned Dragon's Luir garne 
thus had a springboard to bring dream and fantasy worlds closer, that for which the 
universe of the medieval has attracted our western civilisation (tlie potcntial player) 
since the Renaissance (which was when the concept was generated). The Romanti- 
cism and fantasy literature of Tolkien or Lewis were the perfect cornplement (and 1 
emphasise, complemcnt) for its development. 
The applicaiion of technology led to an exponential multiplication of the diver- 
sity of games. The expansion of the PC aiid ilie ouibreak of the war of the consoles 
in thc 1990s meant that the dcvelopers (those who created the game) offered the 
consumers the opportunity to play anything, where the visual culture of the age of 
the computer became progressively cinematographic in its appeaiance, digital in its 
material and computerised in its logic." Thus we are talking about an increasingly 
attractive appeararlce that gradually absorbs the players. 
The appearance of strategy games in those years also revolutionised the possi- 
bilities of developing products that transferred the audieiice from the iables to the 
screens. There was then no need for another person to compete against in strategic 
os tactical games: the historical substrate was there siunpiy to be used. 
Substantial improvements in the various components of personal computers, 
through the application of antialiasing technology (explained simply, that which stops 
the graphics from appearing excessively pixeiated, blurring the outlines) with the 
growth in size «E tlie memory of the graphic cards, and the oilgoing perfecting of 
information processing (a good card already has DDRS memory, although a DDR3 is 
more than sufficient for al1 the PC games on thc market), have been accompanied by 
the well-known war of rhe consoles between large corrtpanies in this type oí leisure 
activities, that has generated the rise and splendour of some consoles, likc versions 
16. Eluertero Valle, Guillerrno Alcxis. "Viiicojuegos pi>lÍtiros: iina forma diferttnir dc eritender la política". 
Razón .y pniabra. 2007. lnstiluio Tecnológico de iMoiiterrey 25"' April 2009 <http://wwwccm.itcsm.rn~/ 
dacsipublicadoncs/logosiactuallgh~~rt~o.pdf. The saine article appeared in Hucrrero Valle, Guillernio 
Alcxis. "Videojucgos polítiais: una forma difcreiite de entender la política". Cibemociedad. 18"' drcernber 
2007. Observatorio para la Cibersociedad. 25'"~iil 2009 <http:/lwww.dticrsociedaddnet/t~~to~laiticulo. 
plip?art=141>. He distinguirlies bctween pionper (1971-197ñ), goiden (3978-1983). driving (1983.1994). 
alid technolqiiai (1994-2004) phases. where ihr videogame industiy iook positions of powei, with the 
dcfiriirive expansion ol the PC aiid the beginning 01 the war of the consiilrr. arid m s h  (Irom 2004 until 
now). whrii the iil~plication of certaiii tools (Macromrdia Flash and lava by Siin) mude iiioduniori easy for 
independcnt creators, accornpanied by lhe definitive expansion o1 thr inlrrnct, tlrat facilitated thcir spread. 
17. ~Manovich, Lcv. Ei lenguaje de 10s nuevo.? tnedios de comunicación: la imqqen en la era digital. Barcelona: 
Paidós, 2005: 241 
One and TWo of the Sony Playstation, the Microsoft Xbox (that has held the interest of 
players with the AgeofEmpires saga, now extended with Halo Wars, a strategy game by 
the same team of developers, Ensemble Studios), or Nintendo, that after the frustrating 
Game Cube has seen a huge increase in the sales of thc portable Nintendo Ds (now 
re,juvenated with the Nintendo DSi) and the revolutionary Wii. Each game requires 
a specific application, so the degree of commercial penetration is decisive when 
commenting on which games inspired in the medieval period the player has access to. 
A RTS (real tinie strategy) game that seemed limited to the PC media until recently, has 
filled a space in the consoles (Xhox) through khe vidcogame 1 have mentioned above 
(Halo Wars). However, even the most widespread medieval game, Age ofEmpires II (tbe 
basic series, The Age ofKings, without the expansions) that had been generated for the 
PC and Mac platforms, has been applied to the PS2, the Nintendo DS (here with a 
typology as a TBS (turn hased strategy) game), and mobile phone terminals. 
1 insist that this is not a conditioning factor, hut rather a question that undoubtedly 
determines the use and enjoyment of a particular game. The companies, large 
multinationals in the case of the consoles, direct the implantation of these games 
through their marketing. Tlie personal computers present other conditioning 
factors, which is where the software distributors have more say. 
2.2. The software. The business world, distribution and the historiuil 
subjects 
At this point, it is worth briefly mentioning that these same limits apply to the 
ganies themselves. If the implantation of a system of consoles makes it easy to 
understand whether or not we can play a game in a specific area, in this case the 
European Union, it is to no lesser degree the distributor's commercial interest to 
sell a product in a determined sector. For example, bearing in mind that rhere are 
very few Spanish development studies, with the honourable exceptions of Pyro 
Studios, FX Interactive (Hispano-Italian) or Alcachofa Soft. the language also ends 
up beirig a lirnit in itself, reprcsenting as it does an obstacle to easy playing for a 
public witii a limited knowledge ol English (not to mention other languages). In this 
sense, there is an excellent garne called Europa 1400, irom The Guild saga, that was 
not a great success in countries like Spain for the mere reason of being in English. 
It has now been re-released with expansions and the second part (under the title 
Pirates of the European Seas, in 2008), with al1 the texts translated into Spanish. 
although not the voices. The iaw obliges this type of information to be available 
lor the consumer when acquiring the product, so that it is quite common to find a 
label to attract potential buyers with "Totalmente en castellano" ("All in Spanish") 
(or "Totalmente en español") or specifying simply "Juego en castellano" (Game in 
Spanish). It may also indicate the linguistic limitatior~ stating "Textos de pantalla en 
inglés" (Screen texts in English) (as in Great Invasions. The Dark Ages. 350-1066 AD), 
or a have minuscule box indicating what is or is not translated into Spanish (for 
exainple, the case of Knights of Honor, one such box merely specifies that thr  manual 
is in Castilian, but that the voices and texts on the screen are in English, witli the 
proverbial national identilying flags). This is habitual, given that the maiiuals assure 
that the buyer has enough of a guide to be able to play the game. In the case of the 
above-mentioned Europa 1400. The Guild, the Castilian manual is in pdf formar on 
the support CD, but the second version has a full guide. 
All these suppositions, from the linguistic issue to the offer of the product reducing 
costs, lead us to the starting point for this epigrapii. The commercial iiiterests of tlie 
large distributors (who, in the end, do or do not translate the games) excessively 
coudition the hold of certaili videogames among the public. The marketing 
strategies, accompanied by the regulatory dynamic of supply and dcmand, in most 
cases decide ttie destiny of these products. Promotion, distributioii, specific interest 
of the intermediaries (francliises or large coinmercial enterprises), etc., end up to a 
great extent directing the iniplantation of a videogame. 
The economic situation seriously conditions the release or withdrawal of any 
title, as generally happens. I am not referring to the current situation, but to that of 
the company (in fact, the videogame sector is experiencing unprecedented growth 
in the leisure world, given the low cost when compared with the investmeut-hours 
of enjoyment). The drop in consoles (like the Atari in the 80s). support for specific 
platforms (Microsolt with Xbox) or thc use of the machines for other activities (such 
as the PS3 with the Blu-Ray player, PSP as a GPS navigator, or the PC or Mac as 
working tools), are factors of such great importante that the player suffers these 
moveinents passively. The oniy response left is to buy the products or not to buy 
them. This is where the taste for certain themes comes in. 
Now is thc momenl to mention lhe phcnomenon not only of the sagas but also 
the expansions. The success of some titles ensures that two parallel forces have 
been generared that pul1 in the same direction. On one hand there is the business 
interest that, wishilig to repeat the profits, will insist on a new improved version of 
the game. It is the saga applied to the field of videogames. These are the cases of the 
second, third, fourth, or more parts, where together with the identification numher, 
(Caesar, Caesar 11, Caesar 111, and now Caesar I V )  the interface is normally changed, 
notably improving the graphics and the gamcplay (sometimes even the full game). 
Stronghold and Medieval Total War are the most outstanding examples of games set in 
the Middle Ages. A differeiit eleinent is the expansion for PC or Mac. In first place, 
the original game must already be installed to enable play to begin (a factor that 
the distribntors are obliged to announce on the boxes, in various formulas, but al1 
warning about this requireineiit), and are extensions of that first game. From the 
commercial perspective, it is very interesting, as it requires a potentiai public that 
wishes to continiie with rhe game, for varioiis reasolis. In the field of science fiction 
the possibilities are infinite (the only limit is the imagination of the scriptwriters). in 
the videogames with a historical background, there are various historically specific 
ways. Although this is reiterated later, 1 must mention the expansions of MTW, for 
both the first game in the saga and the second. For the first, we had the Viking In- 
vasion expansion, selting the scenario in the British BIes duririg the high medieval 
period; for the second tliere were multiple expansions, given that Medieval Total War 
11: ICingdoms included four micro-expansions. stand-alone games but with the same 
playability system: Britannia, Teutonic, Crusades and Americas (concentrating on the 
early phases of the Americair conquest of the Caribbean and Central America). The 
product could be acquired in a collectors' pack, apart from the gold editions (that 
includes the original game and the expansions), a tactic used to se11 ihe same games 
but with some specific incentives (a map, a figure, post cards, etc.), It has been used 
by the same companies and lor the new game in the saga, Empire Total War, where 
the hox is changed, a large map is included and four specific units are given away 
after registering the game on-line. 
There is no need to emphasise that the videogame inspired or set in the Middle 
Ages, or simulating it, is one of the great favourites, whether the game has a high 
degree of verisimilitude or if it presents an unreal, fantasy world, linked to the 
prototype image of the medieval period. The demand for these games among players, 
whether occasional or habitual, has grown, and it is not surprising that the medieval 
background for games that have appeared on the market over the last twenty years 
take this period as the historical framework for adventure, challenge or enjoyment 
of the gane in itself (playing for playing's sake). The dynamic has heen continuous, 
with milestones like Zelda, the medieval Total War (including the expansion of Rome 
Total War: Barbarian Invasion, set in the late Ancient world), Age of Empire li and its 
expansion The Conquerors, al1 the versions of Tzar, Assassin's Creed (its star, Altair, has 
generated his own fan cliib), Stronghold (the full saga), al1 the fantasy universe of 
the The Lord of the Rings, Namia, World of Warcrafi, The Guild, the Patrician saga or the 
recent Mount tY Blade, to mention just some. On many occasions. these have arisen 
with ihe backing of releases outside the videogame world, but which have been 
reflected in it through some application to increase the income from merchandising, 
taking advantage of the virtual attraction of living and starring in the film. In the 
same way that the producer of the Lord of the Rings trilogy has released al1 kinds of 
contraption, or as with the premiere of Beowulfby Zemeckis and the homonymous 
novel by Iciernan (both in 2007),18 the videogames" have started to form part o1 ibis 
panoply of the exploitation of a consumer product (and ihe videogame is just ihat). 
18. Conde Silvestre, Juan Camilo. "Estraregias and recrirsos para la reelaboración de un poema heroico 
medieval en el siglo XXI: los Reowuifs de Roben Zemeckis y Caiilin R. Kiernan". Miscelánea Medieval 
Murciana. XXXII1 (2009). iorthcoming. 
19. Por rhe case of Tke Lord o f l h e  Rings, there are Tke Lord o f the  Rings Online: Shadows qf Angmar (a 
MMORPG, very siinilar to WoW). The Lord of the Ringi: The Relurn of the Kkg .  The Lord o f i ke  Ringr: The 
llvo Towers and The Lord ofthe Rings: The thirdage (al1 for PS2. although helonging to diffcrenr typologies 
of playing, as while rlie first iwo were action, "bcar'ern up", the ihird is an RPG in rhe style of Pina1 
Fflnlasy). as well as The Lord o/ rke Rin,qs: The Ballle for Middie Earth (stratezy for PCi and Tke Lord o f t k e  
have "leapr" fiom the big scr;en ro thc monitor (Torrente, ri biazo Ionto de la 1ey:all the childrcn's íilms 
have iheii corresponding videoganies in allnost al1 ihe platforms) and even froni the small screen (series 
that have rheii own vidcogame. such as Perdidos. CSI, Mujeres Desesperada elc.). The interesting cases are 
thosc that hvve gane the other way. rhat is. a videogame rhar has generated a film, such as Tomb Raidei 
or Rlade. and with siich "complex" cases as Alien vs Predaror. Thcsc are notes for an endiess lisi. 
IMiicO TEMPORIS. MFD~UM AEVUM. 111 (2009): 31 1-365. ISSN 1888-3931 O 
Thus, 1 conclude that the videogame is another element utat appears in the showcase 
to be consumed; the market detnarlds medieval products, so the companies respond 
accordingly, moving towards thesc same tastes. The extension of historical, or pseudo- 
historical subject matter, is something that the same firms insist on in search of the 
same type of player but who leans towards other historical periods that attract more 
than the medieval, such as the numerous games about classicalRome (from the Great 
Battles of Caesar, via Pax Romana, Age of Empires. Gold Edition, Rome Total War. Roma, 
Praetorians, Pompeii: the Legend of Vesuvius, the extensive Imperivm saga, the Caesar, 
Civcity Roma, Greaf Batfles of Rome, Europa Universalis: Rome and its expansion Vae Victis, 
Legión Arena, Glory of the Roman Empire, Imperium Romanum Gold Edition, Artyrian, the 
online game, or tlie very recent Horrible Histories: Ruthless Romans, for Wii, PC and 
DS, from the "Horrible Histories" series of history books for children), Greece (the 
Sparta saga, Zeus: Master of Olympus, Rise of fhe Argonauts, Alexander: expansion of RTW, 
Great Battles ofAlexander, Alexander, about the campaigns of Alexander the Great, the 
Alexander derived from Oliver Stone's film), the many about ancient civilisations (Rise 
and Fall: Civilizations at War, Strength e'Honour: Empire Building in the Ancient World (260 
BC-100 AD), Chariots of War); some from the modern epoch (the Cossacks saga and 
its corresponding expansions, Imperial Glory, Europa Universalis 111 (although starting 
frotn the late medieval period), Age ofEmpires III and the expansions in.the Far West 
and the American West, Empire Total War, the Anno saga (Anno 1602, Anno 1503 
and Anno 1701), al1 those related to the world of Caribbean corsairs (tlie Port Royale 
saga; Black Buccaneer, Sea Dogs, the legendary Monkey lsland, Pirates of the Caribbean), 
American Conquest, the expansion of Civilization N: Colonization) and the ancient 
Egyptian period (Pharaoh and the expansion Cleopatra, Queen of the Nile, The Children 
ofthe Nile, Egypt 1156 BC: the Tomb of the Pharaoh, Egypt II: the Prophesy of Heliopolis and 
Egypt 11I: the destiny of Rameses, Ankh: un Egyptian adventure). 
Another chaptcr is generared by the ratlge of videogames with historical back- 
drop that develop a true human story, soine starting from Prehistory, and that reach 
a futurist epoch (now set in sciencc fiction), and where the player, according to his 
or her skills and achievements, reaches stages marked by technological consecu- 
tions tllat lead through classical, medieval, modern and contemporary civilizations. 
This way, it is not unusual lo be able to face a host with a tarik division, an authentic 
aberration for the historical purists but very entertaining for those who only waiit 
to play. Tliis is Bmpire Earth and its corresponding expansions, Empires. Dawn of the 
Modern World (in tliis case beginning in the late Middle Ages) or the well-known 
Civilization saga, by the developer Sid Meier. 
Another separate theme is tbe very wide catalogue of videogames centred on the 
Second World War. It must be born in mind that not only have shootergames multiplied 
(the player moves fonvard by shooting at almost anything that moves), such as the 
Medal of Honor saga, or Cal1 of Dufy or Brothers ir? Arms, but also those of strategy have 
usurped the role of the old board wargames. especially ihe simulators of al1 kinds and 
almost al1 scenarios: combar aircraft (eithcr fighters or bombers), warships, submarines, 
tanks, etc. Rear in mind that tl-iese simnlators have been ericouraged by the military 
industry, with the resulting investmeiit leading in the short term to higher quality in 
the products that quickly jump to the general market. We have continuations of this 
type of game with applications in the Vietnam War or the reccrlt Gulf conflicts. There 
are even some set in ¡he Cold War, like the recent Codename Panzer,?: Cold War. I insist 
that there are very numerous videogames related to the great world conflict, with a 
constant stream ol innovations for absoiutely al1 platforms. 
1 have not tried to offer a complete list of the videogames set in any historical 
period (and 1 have not done so with this intention), but rather that at this point of 
the study we must note the fundamental importance that History, with a capital 
letter, has for the industry and the phenornenon of the videogame as a whole. To 
think otherwise would be to deny the evidence. 
However, two questions relativise or alter this process. In first place, there is ¡he 
development of onlinc games on Intcrnet, and secondly, downloads in electronic 
Eormat. In ihe latter case, there are occasions when ibis is not a good option for 
the player, as they may lirld that some expansions are unplayable without a legally 
acquired copy, as with Medieval Total War 11. ICingdoms. 
Another different subject is the private initiative that has shown itself to be in- 
depeiident and warits to turn itself into a competitor (given its free nature) "with 
the large companies in the videogame sector" (as the creators of Buccaneer Quest, a 
free game, ~ t a t e ) . ~ ~  Iiiternet is like the couniryside, without yates (with tlie excep- 
tion of the limits that public powers want to impose). In this sense, the questioii of 
piracy must be mentioned. 1 own no illegal game, firstly because 1 can afford the 
hobby, secondly because 1 originally approached this world through the simula- 
tors and needed the necessary complex instructions, so 1 saw the advantages oE the 
original copies, and thirdly, because the inanuals represent a bibliography in them- 
selves; sometimes one is disappointed by ¡he little investmeni tlie companies rnake 
in these, although one can understand that this is to decrease costs. What 1 cannot 
understand is that some still cost a real lortune for an adolcscent from an average 
family and do not even include a miserable explanatory leaflet. 
2.3. Internet and the muttiplayer 
Naturally, the growth of videoyanies on the ner has not stopped. Here, one 
registers by offering only simple details, such as an alias and an  e-mail, and this 
has the great advantage that the support is the interiiet itself. Sometimes there 
is a charge, but the result is the same. These are known as MMORPGs Massively 
Multiplayer Onliize Role-Playing Games. After the phenomenon of World o/ Warcraft 
(WoW)," with eleven million players around the world, arid its move LO a 
commercial CD formar. the extension of this type of games (of al1 kinds) is yrowing 
at a spectaci~lar ate. This media is generating specific forums linked to a specific 
20. SourceForge. Biiccaneerquesl. 25 '9pr i l  2009 chtip:llbuccanecrqucst.sourceforge.ner/inden,htn~l~. 
21. Otíicialpagc: Rlizard Entertaiment. Wor/dqfWarrra/i. 25"'April 2009 <hri~i:Ilwwwwow-~iiropr.corn1 
csiin<iex.xrnl>, devcloped by Blizzard Eniertainmenr Sor Windows and Mac OS X platforms, rhroiigh ihe 
drrigners Rob Pardo. JrfS Kaplaii and Ton Chilton. 
gane, deriving f»r obvious reasons from the context that inspired it. If this is a 
videogame set in the medieval past, the contents of the forum will be inextncably 
linked to our discipiine. Leaving aside the abovementioned videogame of medieval 
fantasy inspiration, there are five games (although there will be others). the ñrst 
two of tole and the res1 of strategy, that are worth mentioning: Holy-WaF, Bunle 
Knight," Kings Age?' Guerras TrEbaleF and Mediev~l.~' 
22. GameAn Studiu. Holy War. 25'%pril2009 <http:l/www.Holy-War.net>. 'Hilly War isa complex on- 
Iine rulr gamc that yo" can glay for free. Submerge yourself inio the &ting era of Holy wac Chmse 
the roie uf a crusadcr, a Saracen ora  pagan. and conquer or defend the Hwly Land.' ir the delin~tion of 
rhe gamr that appears un rhe stan page. The possible languages are German. Enplish, Spanish. French. 
Ltalian. Polish, Punuguere, Russian and Turkish. 
23. Garnefurge. Bmllekniyhr. 25" Apnl20W <hrrp:llbattleknighr.eslit~dcr.php?locs>. 
24. Garnefurge. Ki~rgsAge. 25"' April 2009 <hnp:/lwww.lingsage.es>. 
15. InnoGames. Guerra nibrrles. 25" April 2009 <http:l/www.guerratribales es>; Ttavian Gama. 
Btenirntdo a Trawan. 25"' April 2009 <www.travlan.nrl>. In mawan the gaming system is 5imUar. with 
h d c t s  tu increase and dñend, and with attacks un the oihers. Leaving aside sume other simplc arcade 
pastime (more than simple), titled Cmtle Suge, the objea of which bs al defend a Ionified pos and 
which rcquires nu niorc attention (Panaworld. "Cahtle Stcge'. Mmqweyos.com 25"' Apni 2009 <tQ:ll 
ww.macrujuegos.rum/j~~us/ca~tLe-siege-3020php/, althuuah 11 can alco be found al PToducPiona 
10 nunca vl2io. "Castle Siege". Jueyosagoyo cm. 2Yh April 2009 chttp:llwww.juegmagugoOmmlarcade/ 
juegol2368-casilc-siege>. and at Soluciones Telemáticas. 'Castk SH-(lr'. JucgoslO cum. 25" Apnl 2009 
<hnp:/lwww,~uegoslO.c~1ml~uegoslcastle-~iege~2928,~p~. 
26. Integra media dignal. Mediewl. 25'"pril 2009 <http //www.mcdirvol.es~ 
Take on the personality of a "Christian, Saracen or pagan" (HW) defending or 
attacking the Holy Land, or obtaining resources through combar and management, 
although what most encourages playing with these is the direct and permanent 
communication between users. The interfaces ol the first and third are much better, 
but this is no ta  decisive factor in this media, rather the playability and immediacy 
of response and action. Tribal Wars and Kings Age have the substrate that continuous 
"frontier" type attacks are the basis of the growth of one's own positioir: the more 
you "rob" from the neighbour, the more powerful your village becomes. This 
requires speridiilg a very long time connected, so that, as some users say, these are 
games where the winncrs are administrators who spend infinitely long hours sitting 
in front of the screen. 
The popularisation of these "miiltiplayer" games has altered the reality of the solo 
game, the man-machine fight. They have their origin in the MUD (role games), that 
have existed since Arpanet (the network that Internet was built on around the end 
of the 70s), and was based on the use of written text," a sysiem that lasted; in 1984 
a game was launched with this system, The Saga ofErik the Viking, a game that brings 
a smile to our faces when compared with even the simplest online games nowa- 
days. However, among the keys to success in the future, as weil as such factors as 
the development of graphics and A1 (the artificial intelligence of the enemy), is the 
application of the multiplayer modes, either through Internet or local c o n n e ~ t i o n s . ~ ~  
A very diflerent question is marketing through the network, as this opens an  
exceptional possibility for an independeni to prosper with no  more means than 
Internet. This is the case of Mount e' Blade, by the Turkish Taleworlds Entertainment 
studio, that was recently released by the firm Paradox, considering the great success 
of downloads between players. 
1 am currently unaware of the success of the new OnLive ~ystcm,~'presented in the 
San Francisco Games Developers Conference, which reproduces games remotely through 
the Internet, without the need for a specific console. However, a terminal will always 
be necessary, and in the last step, a machine (TV, PC or Mac). However, it does give a 
good ineasure of how fundamental the network will be in the ilear future. 
3. Games and players 
It was necessary to present the complex framework of supports and working (in 
very broad iraits) of the videogame phenomenon in order to understand the suc- 
cess that games set in the Middle Ages have had, and ctill have, among the users 
27. Esnaola Haracck. Graciela Alicia; Levis Czernik. Diego Sebastián. "La narrativa en los videojicegos ..." : 
64-65. 
28. Carrarco Polaino. Raiaei. "Propuesta de tipologia básica de ihe videojuegos de PC and consola". icono 
14. 2006. Asociación científica de las N N T í d e  la Educación. 25')' April 2009 < www.iconolil.nel!rcvis~a! 
nuin7ianiculos!raIacloh20carrasco.pdi>. 
29. Oniive. 2 1" April 2009 <htrp:iiww~~.onlive.iom>, 
The enumeration of al1 thesr useful parameters for observing the universe o£ the 
videogame to the right degree has led to the appearance of two basic facton: who 
plays and what is played. The typology of these is basic, as not al1 players expect 
the same from a game nor do al1 the games have the same structure, although they 
share a common objective: to play. 
Another comment before continuing is that since 2003, there has been a rating 
code for videogames, depending on their contents referring to violrnce, the appear- 
ance of drugs. discrimination, situations of terror, inappropriate and rude language, 
or more or less explicit sexual content. This is the PEGl (Pan European Game Infor- 
mation, similar to the American ESRB or Japanese CERO), and that replaced the 
national classifications in Europe with a common system. 
The use of a videogame dassified for the over 18s by adolescent players is more 
common than expected, as it means 7oining the group" and even 'being more 
respeaed".'" mention this because in the end, and until the player has purchasing 
power, it is the adult who biiys the game, and this rating is designed to guide them. 
In the intention to purchase, apart from the evident interest by the one who asks 
for a present, we must bear in mind the parameter of tastes (or responsibility, uni- 
lateral on many occasions) of the purchaser. It is very common ior adults to be led 
by the salespenon (or the friend "who knows about this"), without taking aspects 
of the scnpt of the videogame into consideration, and whether the contents will be 
to the consumer's taste. This usually tums out right. however, owing precisely to 
the market being generalised and structured. One must understand that it is not 
recommendable to give a seven-year-»Id a game of real-time strategy on a medieval 
subject just because we have seen how good the graphics look and that we like the 
Middle Ages, in the same way that a videogame where handling a sword ends up 
splashing the TV or compuier screen with virtual blood is not recommendable for 
the same child. The adolescent will soon appear who will find a way to gei his hands 
on that bloodthirsty and illegal game. 
3.1. The "Medievalist" player 
The "videoplayer" is the person who uses and plays a videogame. This is a simple 
way to define this, but it corresponds to an average reality. Frvm this premisc, 
players can be differentiated into categories depending on their implication in the 
game. 1 fail to see the difference that is proposcd hetweeri the concepts play aildgame 
clearly, where ihe forincr is liniiied to enjoymerit of the game through the mere fact 
ol playing it, and the latter to the use by adults, with rules and ~bjectives.~' People 
play for rnariy reasons, b i ~ t  nobody plays to loose, but rather to reach ari objective, 
eirher in the game os outside it. The average age «E players in Spain, according to 
the ISFE report for 2007,32 is 26. The occasional playcr is tlic one who sporadically 
enters a videogame, with the ixiteiition of what is commonly called "killing time".Ji 
The bad public image of thc player and the act of playing a videogame (the former 
seen as real drug addicts, living in the Avernus os thc pale of Satan) has generated 
a debate between pedagogues and psychologists about the benefits or the harm of 
using videogamcs, while the irlitiative passed by the Spanish parliament mentions 
rhcse games as "a good opportunity to expericnce new pedagogical formulas iil 
educational developmcnt and the forming of civic va l~es" .~"~  tllis obstinacy 
continues, 1 simply state that one sl~ould know the plienomeiion before expressing 
an opinion, and ger~erate criteria from the contributions that some videogames make 
to knowledge aboirt tlie medieval period. These occasional players approach witli 
curiosity, alnrost surprise, when they see the avalaiiche of information that thcy 
receive about the tiine period whcn playing a good part of these games. On many 
occasions the response ir to say "11's very complicated for games that are iil fact 
complex, like those of strategy, and normally take refuge in the arcade, adventure os 
role games that apriori need no more than a superficial tutorial to begin to enjoy the 
game. The more complicated ones to control are tackled with the developmcnt of 
the player. However, this is an a priori impression that sometimes means surprises, 
as in certain circurnstances the control of the situations requises prior knowledge 
of the realities of the game. For example, when seen for the first time, Xlll  Century. 
Death or Gloy is spectacillar, birt conrroliing the game is really complex for a non- 
expert. 
. . ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
31. Esnaola H«racck, Graciela Alicia and Ltvis Ccernik. Diego Sebastiáir. "La narrativa en los vidco- 
juegos...": 6 4 ~ 6 5 .  
32.  ICey Facts. Tlie proliir of the Eiiropeaii Videugainei" ... See note 6. 
33.  The articlc by Aurciio del Poitiiio about ¡he meailirig of wasiing time, iising rinie. losirig the notiun o1 
time playiiig. ctc, is very intcrcsring: Portillo, A~irelio del. "Enajenación de la exprricncia drl tirinpo ante 
la pantalla del videojuego". lono 14. 2004. Asociaribn rirntífica de las NNIT de la Ediirarión. 26')' April 
2009 <http:ilwww.iconol4.ntlt!re~ista!n~n~4/ii~dcx.htmi~. 
34. See note 2 .  
However, after having done ciur own biography, tlie simplr iiiiorial in Mouni d 
Blade has us iiisiantly clotiting right. lefi aiid centre i i i  thy r u m  d g gs i le  «r usiiig 
the bow on liorseback as practice. 
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early age (Micidle Ages equal darkness, hackwardness, knights, castles, a princess); 
and on thc other extreme. the proiessional medievalist, who seeks the background 
of veracity (even plausibility) in the game. Retween these two, there are a vast 
riumber of possible degrees. 
The first that we have to respond to is the anxiety with which the user begins 
any videogame. Huerteroi7 states that players attempt to comply with two very 
differcnt plans: for pure satisfaction, that is the mere fact of playing-competing- 
wirining-sharing.i8 and lo satisfy tlie group. Here is where we count the videogame 
as an  element of sociability: not having a videogame or not playing it is not to 
participate in the tribe. The approximation of a professional historian to this type of 
medium can be understood, but the fact that draws the attcntion of a good part of 
non-lovcrs of historical knowledge is more complex (some of these young people 
even reject the discipline they receive in their centres of study). It can be argued 
that they are playing, not studying. But, at the end of the day, in some of these 
videogames, control of events, conditions, factors and elements of that culture set 
between the 5"' and 16'" centuries is necessary to be able to enjoy the game. What 
is spcctacular is that players end up assuming a terminology of "combar units" more 
normal in a specialist, and tliat they wouid not otherwise have known about. For 
example, a very useful unir in A9e of Empires 11 is the cfltafracta, the heavy cavalry in 
the Hyzantine laction. 1 very much dorrbr that access to and use of this terminology 
would have come aboilt with what we could cal1 a general education. The act of 
choosing the game and participating in it with equals (colleagues, friends ...) has no  
greater sense than to feel part of and be recognized in the group. There is an even 
more iriteresting case. which responds to the specific fashioii of some games. Two 
years ago (in November 2007). and coinciding with the larinch of one of the most 
popular consoles, the PS3, Assussin's Creedeame out to exploit the high definition of 
the Blu-Ray player in the Sony machine. 
Having played this adventure game, set in the Middle Ages and Ultralnar (Holy 
Land). with the possibility fo stroll throiigh the streets of Damascus, Acre, Masyaf, 
Arsuf and Jerusalem itself at the end oT the I2Ih century, rneant prestige for the in- 
dividual within the groiip. 
37. Flucrteio Valle, Guillermo Alexis. "Video,juegos políticos ...". 
38. Thc rrsulrs of the repon Universidad Complurcrisc ite Madrid. "Hábitos e iniciaciún a los ..." seems 
to ronhrm tliis, with very tiiph perrentages ol players (approximurely half). wlio say ihey play for enter- 
tainrneiitldistractiori. Tlie oldesr <lid so to shaie something wifh the family, which leads us to Iiuertero's 
second proposal ro indicate the reasons ro approach a .i,ideogame. that ir no athei than integratiori, in 
rhis case more Sor a wish not to become separated frorn tlie grolip than to assimilate to it, as lhey already 
belong to it. 
~ A T I N U M ~  Lo MEJOR DE PmYsTATIoNa 
IUUSTRA~ION 6. COVBR OF THE EDITION P ~ U M  ABOUT 
ASSASN's C m .  
However, this led to an 'accidental" approach to the medieval game. It was 
the novelty, moreover, d the new graphic device (developed in Scimitar, like the 
one used for Prince of Persia), which allowed the images to be seen on HD Ready 
screens, at 720p. which was a spectacular advance over &e resolution in previous 
televisions. The most impottant aspect of this is that it generated a sizeable group 
of followers, who secured not only the development of marketing (as mentioned 
above), but a whole social phenomenon within the videogame." This was despite 
having a PEGI +LB. Even in this case, we must take this into account, as it leads the 
player in neophyte medieval history to know who the sea of the assassin were,'O 
and even the historical characters who appear, not to mention the cities, and the 
specific historical context of the Third Crusade. 
40. W. B. Banletf's es- about this p h e n m o n  ir puy Weremng: Banlen. Wayne Baker. &s,wdws. 
Barcelona: Critica. 2M)á 
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The professional historian does not necessarily coincide with the professional 
player of medieval history. The history teacher who plays the videogames will have 
his particular inclination towards one theme or another, and even for some specific 
kind oi game. We do not think that al1 professional historians are unconditional 
followers o1 strategy games, which are considered to be those which can offer us the 
greatest historical contenl. An interesting point is to know the attitude of a player 
who was trained as a medievalisi, independently of whether this was rhrough 
History, Literature, Art, Philosophy or Philology. 
It is unquestionable that the implication of the player is of enorrnous impnrtance 
for what will develop into a game. Without going any Lurther, it is worth mention- 
ing the phenomenon of the mods. A mod is an extension or perfection (or profiling) 
of a game by some followers who are experts in it and have technical knowledge, 
and which are normally posted on the net for  other users to use and enjoy. There 
are vanous sites where you can find this type of file, which must be installed after 
the original game, but 1 will mention a U R L  that has a long list of possibilities, as well 
as al1 kinds of games: strategyinformer.com." The options for Rome: Total War are 
very varied, from the application of the conquest of Iberia, and thus the formalisa- 
tion of Hispania (Iberia: Total WaP2), to various applications from Antiquity (Rome 
itself o ra  beta of the Persian invasion), to the Napoleonic campaigns or, what might 
interest us most, the barbarian invasions with considerable levels of historicity (Eu- 
ropa Barbarorum4'), and which appears as Rome Medieval in the m ~ d . ~ ~  There is even 
Star Wars. The interesting point is that the community of players of the fui1 TW saga 
is so big that, sensibly, a specific forum, Total War Centcr, was generated:' which is 
the place for players to find the mods that they want, to the point that norms for the 
working and use of these had to be published. 
The concepts "veracity", "plausibility", "historical concretion" or "adaptation to 
the contents of History" are inherent in the position taken first by the medievalists 
(here meaning not only the teacher, but also the researcher and the aficionado 
in things medieval). They will choose one videogame or another, according to 
their learning criteria and even the visibility of a reality that can only be imagined 
in books, and that they now have the chance to recreate. They can even live it 
virtually through certain games, such as Mount e'Blade, The Guild saga or Assassin's 
Creed. This is where the great schism between players must be made: between those 
who scek this veracity, and those who do not mind that license is taken in place of 
the game desired by the author (with the appearance of magicians, dragons, magic 
beings, ctc.). 1 am unaware whether the 20% of players among those who had 
41. Str~tefyinformer. 21" April 2009 ~hrrp://www.strategyinformer.com/allimods.h~r~~l~. 
42.1beriaTotal War. 21"Apiil2009 <hitp:l / i~wceltibero~.ncr~, whichrr<fiiecrr to"Ronie:Total WarMod.". 
StrategyinJormrr. 21" April 2009 < w w w . s ~ a ~ e g y i n f o i m e r . c ~ ~ m / y c / r ~ ~ m i t o t a l ~ o d / 2 3 4 9 l . h t m l > .  
43.  Europa Barbarorum. Mod#cation Jor Rome: Total War. 21" April 2009 <Iittp://www.europabarburo- 
rum.com/>, 
44. There is a list r>f possible downloads un "Rome: Total War Mod: Downloads". Sirategyinfirmer. 21" 
April 2009 <http:~/www.strutegyinfi~rmer.com/pc/~o1i1~Iotalwar~n1od/23772.html~. 
45. ?LvrenIer.net. Total War Centrr. 21'' April 2009 <http://www.rwcenternet>. 
higher education in 2007, lean towards one side or the other. The player's age has 
a lot to do with it in this casc, since we know that about 43% of the under 30s are 
considered habitual players, dropping to 16% in those between 30 and 49 (ISFE 
2007 report). Thus, prior education is implicit in the use and perspective that the 
researcher might have of the image of the medieval projected by these videogames. It 
is possible that severa'] years will have to pass in order for us to calibrate the irnpact 
accurately, when the reality is fully understood by teachers (who will have playcd 
thee games and will have knowledge OS this, at the same level as their students). We 
can substantiate this when we note that interest in the strategy game falls abruptly 
after the age OS 45, as does interest in the adventure ga~ne. '~ But these are data 
from today; the report on the web of the Asociación Española de Distribuidores 
and Editores de Software de Entreteniiniento (aDeSe) abour videogames in Spanish 
homes, with tigilres and results from 2000, urgently needs revising. 
3.2. Videogames and the nofion and image of the medieval 
1 will now move on to refer specifically to those videogames ser in the medieval 
period. We must remember something that I have been referring to from the 
beginning of this study. 1 accept the division offered by R. Carrasco Polaino, who 
specifies that the game can be arcade, adventure and role, simulation, strategy, 
sports or pirzzles and questions." Under arcade, adventure and role, and strategy 
we can find games ser in or inspired by the Medievo. Several years ago, one 
was sold by Diáspora, under the title Trivial Templarios 15.000, that consisted of a 
videogame with questions, with the aim of getting hold of the Order's treasure, but 
whose interest is simply anecdotal. Then, as the next step, a division must be made 
between the videogames that have the Middle Ages as the graphic excuse and those 
thai link their script and subject to the medieval period. In one word: the fantasy 
or the ones that stay close to a history more or less inspired in the past reality. This 
phenomenon does not happen with any other historical stage with the range of 
videogames that 1 mentioned related to other moments in Hisiory. The games linked 
to the classical Roman past have no magicians wandering around (except certain 
liccnses in sorne titles with "heroes", like Rise andFall. The Fa11 of the Empires, or one 
of the Imperivm saga), because there is a specific real-time strategy garne referring 
to the mytliological world (Aye of Mytholoyy, developed by Ensemble Studios and 
published by Microsolt in 2002). Apart from tliat, and referring to the Second World 
War, there is a shooter set in a gothic castle inhabited by rnonstrous Nazis soldiers 
(Wolfenstein 3D, by id Software, and distributed by Apogee Software), and some 
virtual histories in the purest "what would have happened if ..." style, like the 
Enigma siinulator, turning Point or sorne graphic adventures. 
- 
46. Report Universidad Cornplutense de Madrid. "Hábilos e iniciaciói, a los...", It also has an inreresting 
data in coilarion with what 1 staie about the "nornialization" of rheagc with the passinpof time, asairnosi 
haif of those interviewed between the 35 and 44 i i ~  rliis icport said that they had played in their youih. 
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3.2.1. The fantasy videogame 
1 will now refer briefly to this section, linking the inierest in the image of the 
medieval in the West to the 19Ih century rediscovery of the Romantic. Taking the 
Arthurian c y ~ l e ~ ~  as the indisputable starting point for the whole question (in fact, 
together with Germanic and Nordic epics, it is the base for al1 these "worldsn), it 
really belongs to a parallel impulse, as it is also the res,ult of ihe tradition proinoted 
by ihe works o! Lewis and Tolkien (both iriends in rhe literary cirde of the Znklings). 
Al1 the European epics mnst be taken into acconnt, especially those from the North 
(including France, with the Song of Roland or the Chanson de Guillaume), where 
the "marveilous" forrns an indivisible part of Western culture; the importance of 
The Ring of the Nibelunils or Reowuifis thus evident.. In the Iberian Peninsula, this 
tradition is marked by the legends from the medieval epoch found in rnost places 
and districts (a Moorish princess, a knight, etc.) bnt al1 imbued wiih the rnost purely 
Hispanic substrate of romance, that derives from the Hispanic epic, closer to the 
real and historical world than in the rest of Europe, as shown by Menéndez Pidal. 
However, fantasy forms an indivisible part of this tradition generated in the Middle 
Ages, which was transformed and adapted to modernity through the sagas by the 
above-mentioned authors (among others). 
However, the fundamental role played by the genre of the books of knightly 
endeavours in sustaining these illusory worlds, where the impossible was real and 
fantasy was habitual, is always ignored. The roots ol this cultural base seem to have 
been lost as a referente point, when in reality the videogames in question take ideas 
from this literature, nuanced by the massive influence of Tolkien. However, what is 
no1 irsnally known is Tolkien's deep knowledge oi the Germaiiic epic (both Nordic 
and German). His family roots were from Lower Saxony, and he was a great expert 
on  Beowuif. In fact, he may have been interested in generating a new English epic 
through his works. His friend Lewis shared his interesi in tiie Nordic epic, as 1 have 
mentioned in the context of their literary gatheriiigs iri The Eagle and Child pub. 
Thus, there is no  visible cultural discontinuity between these epics and ihe ones 
generated by videoplayess in their own adventure. 
The possibilities opened up by the new computer art of the videogame are 
infinite, and the applications arising from ii were the fruit of this current, where 
the medieval interface covered, protected and even legitimated (and still does) any 
script se1 in dream os fantasy worlds. Huge swords and enormous axes, ineifable 
creatures, with impossible shapes, purposefully nianiicrist breastplates and helmets, 
fantasy events, unreal processes. phenomena from far-off worlds ... paraphernalia 
from the purcst tradition o£ IGng Arthur and that aiso absorbs part of the books of 
chivalrous adventures as 1 have mentioned. Morgana, Lancelot, Merlin, A~nadis of 
Gaul, Tirant lo Blanc, Perceval, etc., are on the same leve1 as Sartharion, Malygos, 
48. Which niilurally has tlie relevan1 uidcogamer. both ihose derived lrom !he film dirccted by Fuqua in  
2004 (King Arihur, Kronic Stttdios, 2005). and thr earlier Tzar Excaiibur and the Klng Arihui (FX Inlerac- 
tive. 2002) and Legion: The legend of Excalihur (Midway, 2002) or the recen1 Sonicund ihc Biack i<n<qhr 
(Sega. 2009). 
Sir Anduin Lothar or King Uane (aU the laner present in Worldof Warcrafl). Monsten 
and extraordmary beings that h e  beside humans (or humanoids) exposed to bath 
the fulminating bolt of a wieard and the rapid bolt from a timely crossbow. If we add 
a carefully weighted contniution from Japanese manga culture to this, the result 
is that we even see a transfer of some aspects in the opposite diredon, anfusing 
real characters with others dressed like the heroes of any Japanese comic. The best 1 
example is the stars of Bladestm. The Hundred Years' Wm, where the Black Prince 
is a knight from any scene from a seinen manga (manga aimed at young men and 
adults) developed as jidaimono (a manga set in feudal Japan). I 
Not to mention Queen Phillipa, porirayed as extraordinarily attractive, and iden- 
tified as an English general: because girls also play. a reality far from the prejudice 
that these inventions are only for boys. 
in the context of this approach, we find such a wide range of possibilities in the 
world of videogames that a speafic study would be necessary about how these 
medieval images are absorbed and projected into these games. Reality is nor of 
interest, nor is there any urge to find a plausible scnpt. It is fantasy and does not 
pretend to be anything else. Neither does rhe player seek this veracity, but enters 
into this pnvate world (generated in the imagination through reading The Lord of 
the Rings, or in a visually passive way after seeing one of the f i h  in the trilogy by 
the director Peter Jackson, or, and thu is what interests us, taking an active paR 
through handling the videogame). It am not sure ii it is appropnate to link a flight 
from a reality "that is hostile, full of demands and requirements that the common 
people have problems dealing ~ i t h " , ~ ~  to the use of this type of videogaine, as 
this can equally be achieved with any oiher on any oiher theme, even with the 
aforementioned historical scripts. 
Inreality, with this type of game, the playersare also seeking to involve themselves 
in these worlds. Ultimately, they go into these scripts (making them their own, 
participating in them to generate certain possibilities), and that opens a diffeyent 
perspective from the technological progression in graphic effects that we consider 
the main aitraction for the future videoplayer. With the growih in the number of 
users and also the increase in knowledge in the global sense, sales are being linked 
to the offer of a pre-designed history, "ihat involves the players and lets thein en,joy 
themselves without any need to show their skill with the joy~tick".~"his type of 
videogame a la medieval allows the generation of an emerging script, ihat is, one that 
develops as ii emerges, rather than following a specific path, created by the author. 
In the end, it is the same player who creates the history of the videogame, albeit 
indirectly as the gaine progresses. The possibilities for those closer to a historical 
reality are different, as we now enter the field of re-created History. 
This type of videogame is interesting because a player withoiit specific knowledge 
of Western European medieval history will not worry about fighting against Prince 
Yaroslav (Grand Prince of Novgorod arid ICiev) or Prince Caspian (fruii of Lewis' 
imagination in The Chronicier of Narnia saga), or that the hobbit from The Lord of 
the Rings is comparable to a lancer from ihe Vistula, or that Aragorn (whose face 
will always he immortalised by Viggo Mortensen) shares a showcase with Premysl 
11 Otakar of Bohemia (Yaroslav, ihe lancer of the Vistula aiid ihe King of lron and 
Gold appear in XIII Century. Deafh or Glory). The player wanis to play wirhout going 
any deeper, although what is really interesting is that he (or she) ends up as a11 
expert on these worlds, with a deep knowledge about the population, fauna, flora, 
geography and even the institutions of these universes. This is important because 
the approach to these "universes" appears at first so similar that for tliose players 
witli no proIound idea about nledieval societies it might be an approximation to 
13'h-~entury monarchies. 
There are so many and such varied games in this genre: arcade, strategy, adven- 
ture and rolc (a huge number of thc latter type), that it would be incongruous to 
stop at this poirit. We need only mention such popular titles as the aforementioned 
World of Warcrafr. the saga of the Lord ofthe Rings, Drakensang, Beowulf, Cultures (iii- 
49. Esnaola Horacek. Gracicla Alicia; Levis Czerilik. Diego Sebastián. "La narrativa en los video- 
juegos...": 53. 
50. "Nowadays the neccssary hardware fits in thc palm of the hand and its possibilities of connection imakc 
the technalogy that saw the birth of the firsr vidrogames scem iidiculous. Biit, drspite ail chis power, it 
could br said that we have sDent 30 vcars olavinr: the sarnc thinrr. The racc to snueeze the most out of tlie 
. . . . .  
latest generation of graphir piocessurr is  begririing to tire thc consumer, and vftcr years of long waits alid 
dedication to yanies without narrative contcnl, the users are hoping that thc developers leave more spacr 
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cluding Northland), those linked to Dungeons e' Dragons (and which, as the first role 
playing board game, has had an enormous influence), Warrior ICings. Battles, Ladnok 
(an MMORPG),I1 the better known Lineage (another MMORPG, from the late 1990s. 
with over 43 million copies sold around the world), al1 the games derived from the 
marketing of the Harry Potter phenomenon (Hary  Poffer and the Philosopher's Stone, 
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets. Hany Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban), the 
Might and Magic saga, Warhammer and Gothic, Ascension to the Throne, Oblivion, Valhalla 
Chronicles, and many more. The setting of Prince of Per,$ia (a widely extended game 
since its appearance in 1989 for Apple 11) links the game to the medieval period 
through the mere fact of its platform being developed in the context of an Istamic 
medina. We can even see the puppet Sonic recently starring in a title under tlie de- 
nomination Sonicand the Black Knight (Nintendo for Wii) in a full Arthurian court. 
3.2.2. Medieval historical videogames 
This section is the real subject of this analysis. 1 have mentioned that there have 
been videogames on the medieval period on the market for two decades, and that 
these have surprised us on account of both their quantity and their qualiiy. 1 will 
not mention the multiplayer options of the various videogames that appear below. 
because this has no influence on the proposed aims ol this study. 
Computer graphics have been shown to be the ideal tool for showing the scenarios 
of the past, such as a castle (Castillo, by Zeta Multimedia, marketed in 1996, for PC 
and Mac). This is no1 about the appearance of educational or cultural products from 
the different public administrations (Castillos de España, by Logograph Multimedia; 
or those aimed at children, like La Máquina del Tiempo del Pequeño Aventurero, by Zeta 
Multimedia, or the more recent Pipo series linked to mathernatics for the last course 
of primary school, to mention a few). 1 refer to games that were assumed from the 
outset tn represent the leap from the board game to the screen of the PC (or Mac). 
In the mid 80s. there were various games added to what, from our perspec- 
tive, can be considered the pioneers of the graphic systems that attracted a public, 
at that time limited but expectant. Examples from this period are Defender of the 
Crown, with spectacular graphics for the time (for various platforms, although at 
first only for the Commodore Amiga platform, later extended to more modern 
consoles like the Game Boy). It appeared in 1986, and the player could control any 
of the five factions in the game. It is impressive ihat Cinemaware redistributed an 
updated version in 2007, with the subtitle of Heroes Live Forever. It was inevitable. 
We must remember that when it appeared, the strategy genre was not very wide- 
spread in Spain, bu1 it signified a very important starting point. In fact, a million 
copies were sold around the ~ o r l d . ' ~  However, the game evolved over tlie years, 
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and also diversified towards adventure, and can be found for PS2 and even Xbox 
as Robin Hood. Defenderofthe Crown, where one can handle the character in various 
situations. 
1989 saw the first title of what would over time become one of the most 
interesting sagas of commeróal simulation. in the mercantile setting of the I3lh- 
century Hanseatic League: The Patncian. Here the player took on the role of a 
merchant, and the objective was to progress economically in order to win power in 
the city of ongin by cSmbing through a series of ranks: from merchant as the basic 
level, up to the level of govemor. 1 will refer to the titles in this saga later. 
The broad perspectives that opened up after applying this strategy game 
scheme to the computer screen th iugh  a game like Castles 11. Siege e' Conquest (by 
Interplay Entertainment. in 1992. and that generated the saga opened by Castles, 
launched the previous year) gave Medieval History buffs an opportunity they 
could identify with. 
Set in the early 14Ih century, a fight to the death benveen various facrions (Valois. 
Albion, Anjou, Aragon and Burgundy) conditioned the choice of the king of Brit- 
tany through the prior recognition by the Papacy (the video introduction begins 
the Cnlm". Merinalion. 4" May 2009 <www.mennation.comlv31des5a~ani15.php7id=42) 
=242LXrpic=CEN>. 
with the news of the death of the Breton king, Charles). The game was about ob- 
taining resources (the usual food, gold, iron and timber) to support growth in the 
home terriiory, conquests, espionage and diplomacy, the building of castles and to 
sustain a sizeable arnied host, both for attack and defence. 
As can be seen, this was a game where the historical motive was the excuse. 
However, the script had no  bearing on the historical reality (Brittany was a duchy, 
for example, nor was there ever a king Charles). However, what was interesting was 
that you could play "at ihe Middle Ages" on your computer screen, including the 
complex relations that had to be maintained with the Papacy. The latter is a factor 
that has never disappeared from the later games, such as Medieval Total War, thus 
definirlg how importani it was then to keep on good terms with the Pope. This was 
also the time when colour screens started to become common, so the qualitative 
leap was remarkable. The graphics, with the exception of the building of castles, 
were rather simple, but this is merely an impression which we have nowadays: 
in its time the game was itnrivalled. This strategy videogame also iricluded one of 
the greatest elements Sor playability, namely that of maintaining various territories 
in peace and prosperity. An uprising coutd emancipate a rebellious region and 
thus mean a loss of power for the player: the presence of a castle mitigaled these 
atiemprs to rebel. These are elements thai have since that time appeared in one 
way or another in later games on the same subject, such as the importance of 
the climate and the weather for war (ir> winter the troops moved with greater 
difíiculty). 1 consider ii risky to taik about antecedents, but the truth is tllat these 
aspects would become standard elements in medieval strategy games down to the 
present. 
Two years later, Lords of the Realm, by Impressions Games (the same as Pharaoh 
and Caesar) appeared on the market. This game gave the player the power to ma- 
noeuvre through the strategy in real-time to take over the Eiiglish throne. The 
second in ihe saga appeared in 1996. also for PC and Mac. The third carne out in 
2004, with much improved graphics, continuing with the same philosophy as the 
first two: closely linked to historical truth, without magic units and. in contrast to 
other strategy games, with no  technological tree. The battles are fairly simple to 
handle, and there are some fifteen historical encounters to choose from (Hastingr, 
Legnano, Crécy, Poitiers, Courtrai, Stirling, Bouvines, Stanford Bridge, etc. with an  
explanation of each). However, the game's strategic systern is rather complicated, 
with an  involvement in ihe feudal-vassatistic structure when controlling territory 
(with the seigniorialisation OS villages and key points in the area included), which 
makes ir very attractive to see, but cumbersome to play without a favourabie pre- 
disposition. 
This has been one of the strongest critidsms from some users in the specialised 
fomms, complaining that once a vassal had been nominated. the player loses direct 
control of what happens in this fiefdom. One cannot penonally choose the units or 
take any specific action. as the Al is in charge of executing and managing it (that 
is, the virtual fact was that the vassal had in tum become a lord of vassals and had 
freedom to act supported by the designation of the Lord, in this case, the player). 
Thus we have an approximation to what the pnvate relation between lord and 
vassal was like. A medievalist videoplayer will always regard this type of parameter 
positively, although it reduces the playability. 
The perfecting of graphic systems led to &e generation of a new type of adven- 
ture game that took advantage of this interface to "hook" the consumer. Crusader. 
Conspiraq in the Kingdom ofJerusalem (by Pointsoft, 1997). is an example of this type, 
which uses the reson to adventure to introduce the player to a series of aspects re- 
lating to the entire medieval period, from the technology of the time to the histori- 
cal maps of the Crusades. in reality t h i  was emphasising the educational value of 
these new technologies, making it less attractive for someone who is looking for the 
pleasure of the game through merely playing it. 
%o years later. in 1999, the first great keystone for videogames inspired by the 
medieval period appeared. 1 am refemng to Age of Empires 11: The Age of Kings. 
This Microsoft game, developed by Ensemble Studios. continued the saga 
generated a year earlier with Age af Empires, initialiy limited to prehistoric 
civilisation, and extended with an expansion into the Roman epoch (The Rise 
of Rome). The videogame, an RTS in the subgenre o1 Build and B d e  (BhB), 
represented a violent change in what it meant to d t  in front of the computer 
screen and 'see the Middle Ages". While Mercedes Molina, dean of the Faculty 
of Geography and History at the Universidad Complutense in Madrid, stated in 
2004 that the game Zmperiwn ID. Great Banles ofRome had generated "enthusiasts 
of H i~ to ry" ,~~  we could say the same about this @me, where the Middle Ages 
acquired a series of unconditional fans, who have stood up to the passing of time 
with the same game. 
- 
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Among the various options in the gaine was an icon named "History", which 
provided the player with a little encyclopaedia with detailed information a b o ~ ~ t  the 
factions and various explanations about the Middle Ages, s~rch as the concept itself, 
war and the different military units, politics and religion iri the high and late Middle 
Ages. feudalism, the Crusades, etc. 
Microsoft introduced the game progressively in the United States, Europe and 
finally Australia. but not in Japan. I mention this in order to sliow the impor- 
tance that marketing has on the impact of any game, as 1 inentioned above. In 
the same way, the systems chosen in the first place, PC and Mac, were extended 
with the application of the game for PS2, Nintendo DS, and finally mobile phone 
lerminals. This was the case with Civilization by Sid Meier. The first version, from 
1991, did not reach Spain, while the second and third did (ir1 1996 and 2002 
respectively). 
The graphic engine of Age of Empirer 11, Genie Engine aflowed one of the most 
dynamic games to date to he mariaged. The interface was also spectacular for those 
times, with the buildings neatly recreated and the units coniorming to tlie arche- 
types suggested by the image of the different civilisations tiiat could he played (a 
tolai of thirteen: English, Celts, Francs, Goths, Teutons, Vikings, Chincse, Japanese, 
Mongols, Byzantines, Persians, Saracens and Turks), Like its predecessor in the 
saga, the gaine consisted ol accumulating resoiirces, building infrastructures and 
íighting to attack or defend, progressing in technological phases that went from the 
high Middle Ages to the Imperial Age, via the Feudal Age and the Age of Castles. 
The improvements that were achieved in each of these gave the playera clear ad- 
vantage over the other players, whether this was a multiplayer system or whether 
playing againsr the machine's M. One of the best charactcristics of rhe game is that 
each civilisation has its strong and weak points, with military units generated in the 
castles that are specific to the faction (such as the English archers with longbows), 
creating closer identification with tlie game. A full tree for the develapinent of mili- 
tary units, buildings and technologies guides the progression of the game, where 
iris necessary to complete certain projects succrssfully in order to move on to the 
following phase. Obtaining resoirrces (gold, stone, timber and food) through the 
peasants (who became miilers, foresters or labourers, as thcy were ordered) is the 
basis for administrating the game. 
The developmenr of certain niaps and specific campaigns links the game to the 
real past, with geiieral or specific historical episodes featuring in campaigns to be 
run (such as Joan of Arc, Genghis I<han or Frederick 1. 
In faci, the tuiorial (the interanive medium that "shows" you how toplay) shows 
Wiiliam Wallace's campaign, and its release coincided with the launch of the film 
Braveheart, starring Me1 Gibson, which helped to know the real historical figure. At 
the beginning of each campaign, a narrator introduces the story, which progresses 
as the game goes on. However, it is also possible to confront any faetion, given the 
possibility to generate one's own game. 
What is interesting is "to be able to play at the medieval". There are various systems 
of vinory, but in the end al1 boil down to surviving and destroying the enemy (al- 
though ir is not necessary io exterminate them in any specific way to be able to win). 
The expansion of this videogame, which was released in the following year with 
the subtitle of The Conqurrors, addcd five more civilisations (two pre-Colombian 
ones, the Aztecs and Mayas, and three from the known world, the Spanish, Huns 
and Icoreans), wliere they were involved in the medieval decline, and that has 
also ended being a formula in the other great game about the Middle Ages, MTW 
11, as we shall see below. But in our case of the Spanish coniext, this expansion 
included El Cid's campaign, with his exile, the Almoravid lariding aiid the conquest 
of Valencia. Another important innovarion was to be able to command historical 
battles: Agincourt, Hastings or Tours allowed us to inanage the battle as Henry V, 
William the Conqueror or Charles Martel. There were also others from the modern 
era, such as Lepanto (1571), I<yoto (1582) and Noryang (1598). Under tlie name 
of "Vindlandsaga" one could play the adventure of Erik the Red in lands beyond 
Greenland. 
When Empires: Dawn of the Modern World was released in 2002 (another RTS game 
developed by the team at Stainless Steel Studios, directed by Rick Goodman, the 
same asEmpireEarth), its differeni factions started in the late medieval period, which 
was no  surprise, unlike their progress to the contemporary epoch (2"' World War). 
The preface of the manual also mentions this. The shadow of Ase ofEmpires IT was 
too loiig and its success worthy of being reproduced in similar products. However, it 
is really linked to the above-mentioned Empire Earth, with the significant difference 
that the latter begins in the prehistoric period and continues, with the use of science 
fiction, into the future. This videogame with its expansions was launched in 2001. 
The English faction took much of the lead in the medieval phases, although of 
the three that interest us (The Dark Ages, the Middle Ages and the Renaissance), 
the first had hardly any appreciable technological progression, the second opened 
up many possibilities for tlie military units and the third, as well as seeing the 
disappearance of the phenomenon of feudalism, introduced gunpowder. Empire 
Earth 1 featurcd Wiiliam of Normandy's campaign, and Empire Earth 11 featured the 
German campaigns. Apart from this, it had no  greater irinovations than the specified 
ones of global and futurist chronology. 
The contributions of rriedievai history to Civilization are scarce, although, natu- 
rally, they do exist, given its character of historical development. This is the most 
widespread turn-taking strategy game, with a version for the latest generatioii of 
consoles (Civilization Revolution, 2008). 1t deals with the evolution of humanity from 
its origins to the Space Agc. 
Highlnnd Warriors (DataBecker, 2002) is iii the same style, set in medieval Scot- 
land, and has the same style of managcment, with the collection and construction of 
buildings and generation of combat units. As rhe user's manual states, "The control 
of the urrits in Highland Warriors is practically identical to the inajority of real-time 
strategy games". Nothing iiew, cxcept the scenario. The game devclops over the 
four hundred years from the first Scottish monarch, Icenneth MacAlpin, to the early 
years of the 14"' century with Edward I and Robert the Bruce. This videogame takes 
a certain licence that is not to the liking of the purists of the historical game, as cer- 
tain units have magical powers. This is the same defect (or not, depending on what 
we expect from the game) that we find in anotherproduct also by DataBecker, called 
Castle Strike, which was released in 2003. In this and the rest, more of the same. 
Prior to these games, although ükewise in the real-time strategy genre, a videogame 
from FX Interactive appeared o11 the Spanish market that was EO have a long üfe. This 
was Par  (2000). With a series of games linked to the first one (Tzar The Burden of 
the Crown), rhe Bulgarian company Haemimont Games was established to make this 
producr. 1ts great soccess was duc to irs ease of use, handling of the resources and 
the versatiliry of the battles. The magic units appeared, but they did so in aspects of 
the game that allowed thc possihility of plausibility and fantasy, thus not interfering 
excessively with the game if we did not want dragons or wizards loose on the screen. 
The release of La Reconquista (only in Spain and Italy) was an authentic revolirtion 
in videogames not only of medieval history, but of the entire history of the Iberian 
Peninsula, as it meant that for the first time there existed a specific interest in being able 
to involve oneself ir1 this past. The game had a clear inclination towards the Castilian- 
Leonese origins, with the development of the Astur nucleus, the conquest of Valencia 
by El Cid, or the siege of Granada by the Catholic Monarchs, and it became a reference 
point for those who wanted to play in the Middle Ages south of the Pyrenees. Another 
three versions of the main game came out subsequently, under the titles of Excalibur 
and Z<inj Arthur (where spells have a specific purpose in the game), Gold edition (a 
recompilation, to which the Mongol campaign is added), and The Dominions of the Majic 
(2003), where the fantasy aspect is of greater importance. However, A9e of Empires 11 
is still the benchmark that leaves aíl rhe other games far behind in any cornparison. 
1998, the year before Age of Empires 11, saw the release of I<nights and Merchants: 
The Peasants' Rebellion (by Joymania Entertainment). This was another real-time 
strategy game, of administering resources and batrles, but had neither the graphic 
in~pact nor the players, despite bcing a good videogarne. Its complexity may have 
been the reason. A version for Linux appeared in 2007. 
The saga of Pahician, initiated in 1989 as mentioned above, made a recovery with 
the second game by the same company (Asearon), to which the subtitle Power. for- 
tune and victory was added. Appearing in 2000, it required a large proportion of the 
resources of those PCs. It continued to simulate the Hanseatic merchant in search 
of a rise in rank through success in business. When Patririan IIi was launched (in 
2003). it was the same game, but much lighter, so that machines handled its execu- 
tion and development much better. With a user's manual that was unlike the ha- 
bitual (printed in colour and very informative in Spanish), the videogame contained 
a brief historical review crf the chronological situation in the 13'" century and the 
geographic location in the North and Baltic Seas. 
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The fluctuation in commodity prices, the running oí the dty, loans, donations, 
etc., made it a very atuactive game (with very interesting graphics) for the 
medievalist. but also for anyone seeking in this typology a means to control a 
maritime empire economically. For those who wanted to transfer the system to 
another similar setting. the company developed Port Royak (also in 2003) and Port 
Royale 2: Empire and Pirares (which appeared two years later), set in the Caribbean. 
They are known in the forums as the "Caribbean cousins" of the original saga, 
which is very significant and which requires no funher comments. 
In 2001, the leap of Europa Universalis írom the tables to the computers thrc~ugh 
the firm Paradox generated a series that is on its third instalment, and that always 
starts in the 151h century as a basis for the development of the modern era, 
which is the real subject of these videogames. For this, the company dreamed 
up two games more closrly centred on rhe medieval stage. Ln 2003, 7ivo Thrones. 
From Joan of Arc to Richard 111 was launched (with the same motor as Europa 
Universalis). This game is set in western Europe, with suggested management 
and battles (that cannot be personally led). and that fails to impress. having 
played other games. Crown of h e  North is the same game, but applied t« the 
Nordic monarchies (Paradox is Swedish), and also appeared in the same year. 
Remaining with the same kind of game and the same development company, we 
have Crusader Kings (2004. with an expansion subtitled Deus Vult), which takes on 
the management and war system (where the latter is not necessarily productive, 
even if one wins), and which we can see projected in Europa Universalis 111. The 
presence of historical medieval elements is very high, from the territories to the 
personalities who appear, a fact that is emphasized on both the cover and the 
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back of the inlay. 
The game stretches from 1066 to 1453, and the innovation compared with 
previous ones is that the player takes over a dynasty and not a country. It can be 
started in 1066, 1187 or 1337, three different historical moments. but which end 
ín the year of the faii of Constantinople. An interesting aspect is that the game can 
be transponed and continued in Europa Universalis 11 and prolonged to 1820. This 
system of game is the most interesting, both Ior the historical background and its 
i 1 
playabiliry. With an interface ver/ similar tci Europa UniversalLF, another srrategy 
game that was equally ambitious in its historically accurate approach appeared in 
2005. In fact, the back cover specifies the "absolute historical rigor" as one of the 
strong pcdnts offered to the potential consumer. 1 am referring to Greai Invasions. The 
Dark Ages. 390-1066 AD by Indie Games Productions. 
.y 
[UUSTRAI~ON 15. GRBAT INvASIONS. %E DARK AOES 350-1066 AD. CAMPAICN OP JUSIIMAY. 
The tnith is that tbis is a game that, &e Crusader Kings, covers a speafic time period. 
The user manual states that "it is a deciYve historical age in History that has never before 
been simulated in a videogame. probably because of its complexity and heterogeneity". 
These words were wrinen by PhilippeThibaut. the creaior of the game, PavRomana and 
also EU, who always insists on this accuracy. The engine is from the above mentioned 
Roman themed videogame, and in reality there is a great deal of coincidente between 
ali these games, with their fonnat, playab'ity and interface so senilar that they can 
appear to be continuations of Europa Univenaib and other medieval games mentioned 
above (M Thrones. Cruwn of the North and Crusader Kings), although ir surpasses these 
in both major and minor historicai detail. It is not produed by Paradox, iiie the former. 
but this will be of little importante to the non-professional player (that is, the va9 
majority). The game is very complex to control and play because of the multipliaty 
of elements and factors, which satisíies the medievaiiit but can conhtse the casual 
buyer, as it has a PEGI for playen older than 3. The most noteworthy for the objectives 
of this anide is the spe&c interest of the game's aeatorN not to develop a purely 
entenaining produa, but rather one that serves tu enrich the player's general cuiture 
("1 am a great fan of sirategy games, but also a Hütory addirt (S@ below). 1 alwaysfound that 
a game should brin9 you not only f in but also something else to eíuich your "ncilure ghtérale" 
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as we say in Frunce). So for u.% any game thaf uvr provide ~ m e  cultural content in addition to 
goodgamepfay ir m h  a m"). In the case of Gred invariom ..., Phiüppe Thibaut argued 
that he was imerested in thIs period as the origin of the world we üve in, which leads 
us to congratulate ourselves as mediwaüsts for the particular interest of t he r  creaton 
which takes formal chape in such notabie produas as this. 
Let us go back four yean. In 2001, the same year that Europa Univenalis appmred 
the shelves of the speaalized shops were awash with a real-time strategy videogame - 
that contained pmcedures that already existed in others, sudi as the obligation to en- 
sure prior elemems to obtain resoums (for example, have cereal flelds and a mil1 to 
obtain bread), as in Knighs and Merchants. It was also to be a landrnark, and thus Stwng 
hold became one of the best ways of "controlling" thc Western Chnsüan Middle Ages 
on the computer saeen. Thne was a strategy &ame of the s a m  nameíram 1993, basi- 
cally centred on running aties, which had real and fantasy units. From the Firefly stu- 
dios, what was an authentic "simulator «f castles" hit the market from the same team 
that was also behind the Caesar and Lord of the Realm games. With an inwnted story 
but limited to a plausible level, the player moves through phases corresponding to tar- 
gets. The most attractive asped of this game is procurhg the produciive infrastructure 
that wiü ailow atta& and defence, with a very interestinggraphiclevel. The assaults on 
the castles are repnxiuced with gameplay possibilities that are more than acceptable. 
The second instalment of the saga improves the game (that carne out in 2003). with 
better graphin and more optlons for entertainment, without ever separating from a 
plausibility dose to what the game calls the "the definitive medieval simulator". 
The t r u ~ h  is that the hopes for a new step in quality were frustrated in the third 
instalment, as historicity was exchanged for faxitasy, a fact that the game's llame an- 
nounced: Stronghold 3. Legend. However, a game that appeared in 2002, which took 
advantage of the momentum of the first part of rhe saga, came to justify the interest 
of the inedievalist in this title. This was Stronjhold. Crusader, with the castle simula- 
tor now set in the Holy Land. There is another version, with the subtitle Exfreme, 
thar goes deeper into the possibilities of this Crusader Stronghold. The game begins in 
1066, where, as a first step, the player must establish tbe Norman keep that becomes 
the centre of the castle. Then there is the store (that has to be kept fully stocked, 
as it is cniptied periodically through the consumption by the inhabirants), variolis 
kinds of productive places (places for hunting, for woodcutting, plantations with 
crops ranging from apples to cereals and hops), arrisanal industries for both civil and 
military products (mills, bakeries, taveriis. breweries, a bow maker (who is lame), a 
sinith, a tanner ...), metal mines, quarries. transport places (one of these is needed, 
with two oxen that draw carts, taking the stone from the quarry to the store for 
building walls), houses ... These huildings function like units. The interesting thing is 
that the virtual medieval Europe which it portrays originales from the iiorth, as it is 
linked to the "Norman" area after William the Conqueror, througli Norman towers 
or beer making, elements far from the wine culture oE Mediterranean Europe, until 
the decline of rhe medieval pcriod. For the medievalist. it is also a benchmark. 
The marketing of Europu 1400. The Guild in 2002 made available the first simulator 
set in the Middle Ages, in other words, it gavc the player the possibility ot' taking 
on the life of a characler who lived in those times at rhe begintiing of the 15"' 
century. With spectacular graphics and novel development of the game, ihis release 
culminated in the seque], The Guild 2 (2008). This videoyame was a melting por of 
role, strategy, manageinent and social interaction, whose language problem for non- 
English speakers was overcome witli subtitles. 1 mention this game in this section 
instead o1 in rhe next to continue the system of iilenrioning full sayas, although it 
really belongs to the latest generation of games. 
Continuing wirh the chronological presentatioii, a garne appeared in 2004 
that claiined to have rhe backing of "The History Channel" (a rerin ihat I still fail 
to understand). Tliis was Crusudcs. Quest for Power, whose only interest for rhe 
medievatisi player was the iirIe. It could have been set in any other time in hisiory 
without this being noriced, with tbe exception of the usual range nf units (very 
simple) and expected scenarios. The worst was the degree of expectation that the 
manual (brief, and ir did not need to he longer as the simpliciry of the gaine required 
no more space) generated after reading the words of Urban 11 calling the Crusade 
and the words that rneiitioned, "the game Crusades puts you in comniatid of the 
armics of the Westeril European Crusades «r the hordes of Infidels from the Easr, 
all with deep religious convictions. You will be the one who coinmands the troops 
in their campaigri to reconquer the Holy Land and recover the stolen sacred relics". 
An authcntic frustration. The conclusion of this episode is tlie degree oi expectation 
that the player has when waiting for new titles abotlt rhe Middle Ages. 
V~EOGAMES AND THE MI~DLK AG~S 
In the same year, (a truly productive year for games inspired by the medieval pe- 
riod, as we have seen, also the year of Lords ofRealm 111), Medieval Lords. Build, defend, 
expand joined this interesting range. Developed by the French Montecristo Games, 
the task is to construct and runa city. This type of strategy really has its own section 
in the videogame catalogue, the ciiy-builder. Since the launch of SimCiiy, in which 
you could plan and build a city on an empty stretch of land, other games have ap- 
peared, set in ceriain historical periods, with such successful titles as the Caesar saga 
or Phuraoh (mentioned above). Now it was the tum of the medieval period with 
Medieval Lords. The battles are "accurate", although it is not precisely a game that we 
would choose for this motive. It is undoubtedly the graphics that make ii attractive, 
apart from the fact that it is the only one of this type availahl~. 
The medievalist who wants a game of these characteristia has an easy choice. 
but the player who is simply keen on history, wiU very possibly see the deficiencies 
inthose from other different periods (looking no further than CaesarIV). However, 1 
want to emphasise the excellent perspeaives and possibiüties of a generic medieval 
stage, without links to any speci6cmoment in the period (nor any specific territory), 
The manual assumes that the buyen know what they are going to play ( f r m  
the evidence of the title and the information on rhe back cover), but there is no 
reference to the penad until weU inro a passage in the General Presentation ("But 
be careful, in the Middle Ages the paths were not safe ..." ). 1 faü to understand the 
reason for this, this being a game produced for enthusiasts of the genre and the 
Middle Ages. 
As i f  it were a fever, in the same year 2004, Sunflower hrought out I<nijhts 
of Honor. The game is entirely in English, with a decent manual in Spanish. It is 
announced as "the first simulator of imperial conquest", with the game leading 
towards the final dominion over al1 Europe. At no time does it mention imperial 
dominion according to the medieval conccpt, but confuses this with ahsolute 
political control. The synopsis of the videogame does mention three phases 
coinciding with the traditional high, central and late Middle Ages, hut there 
are soine notable slip ups. For examplc, among the many explanations in the 
Spanish version, there is the following paragraph, "Vassalage/independeuce. The 
kingdoms can be independent or vassals of another kingdom. (...) Being a vassal 
means paying 50% of the income to ¡he chiefas permanent tributes". The italics 
are mine, but the person responsible for the Spanish version clearly mistook the 
concept. Despite this, the game is very complete and with full management of 
the resourccs arid units, although the most outstanding aspect is being able to 
command historical battles, including Lcchfeld, Hastings, Hattin, Lake Peipus, 
Bannockburn or Nicopolis. 
However, this wide range of games in the same category could give t.he 
impression of belonging to a closed world, dormant and alrnost sclerotic in a 
similar vein. Nothing could be further from the truth. After the appearance of Age 
of Empires 11 and Europa Universalis, it seemed that the last word had been said in 
the strategy genre, both as RTS and TBS, that no  novel aspect could surprise. In 
reality it did not surprise any more, but in equal measure, so that the medievalist 
had a greater variety available for playing. Similariy, the videoplayer found 
greater possibilities to approach the Middle Ages. The 2D had reached its limits, 
and the Total War series broke it with 3D tactical combat. It is very possible that 
since Dune 2 (1992, futuristic) came out as a game of strategy, Shogun Total War 
(2000) was the most representative i n n ~ v a t i o n . ~ '  This title introduced a saga 
of strategy games, with tactical battles in real time, which had a greater impact 
and hold among the general public. Total War was developed by The Creative 
Assembly, and the fact that its historical rigor is considerable, it has turncd into 
a references for the videoplayer keen on this kind of strategy game. It allows 
tlie player to control numerous units (except when they flee), sorne of which 
consist of over a hundred soldiers, so we are talking about taking part in a fight 
with thousands of troops grouped iii dctachrnents on the battlefield, also with 
spectacular graphics. It is iiot surprising that it has found a place ainongst the 
undisputed favoirrites. 
Feudal Japan is the scenario for Shoguri TW, specifically ser in the Sengoku Jidai 
period (the European 16"' century, with thc appearance of the first two Westerners 
in tlie country, who also come out as possible cornbat onits armed with arquebuses). 
The handling of the camera during the battle, the immediacy of response and the 
intuitive nature of the gameplay mean the meetings are truly enjoyablc. A further 
-- 
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conuibution is the technological development of the different temtories. The armles 
are handled like pieces in a great chess set (or a board of Risk type territotiesS6), 
whose boxes are the demarcations of the archipelago. The player takes the role oí a 
d a h i o  and fights the others with the aim of bemming the shogun. 
This might be the most original of the Total War games, the purest in its saga, but 
in truth, for the medievalist it is simply the preparation for what was to come. An 
expansion of the game. The Mongol Invasion, came out twa years later. At the same 
time there also appeared on the market one of the references for the medieval gamc. 
Medieval Total Warcleaned up on the shelves, so much so that in the same year it was 
extended with Viking Invaswn. 
MTW took in the medieval world knowii to the West, induding the North 
African shore of the Mediterranean. It was an enormous qualitative leap over the 
first of the saga, as the concretion of units and the geograpliy of medieval Japan 
grew exponentially in MTW to tlie entire Europea11 territory, with which one 
glimpsed the multitude of units and territories: a medievalist's dream. Christian 
and Muslim factions strove for control of a series of territories with the same 
dynamics as the generator of the series. From the 11"' to tlie 15"l centuries, you 
could manage and engage in combat with such historical characters as Joan of Are 
or William Wallace. A technological tree perfecred the quality of arms, econornic 
progress, generation of tactical combat units, diplomacy, those described as 
"strategic agents" (emissary, assassin, princess, spy and priests or iman~s), religion 
(priests), as well as infrastructure (biiildings) that allowed al1 these advances to 
strerigthen the faction economically and inilitarily. It must be added that the 
game does not niislead anyone. It is called Total War, and it is a videogaine of total 
war. Fighting is its essence. 01ie could play it without fighring, leaving the A1 to 
resolve the struggle. It would thus become a game of pieces with implicatiolis for 
international politics, where the relations between kingdoms, states or peoples 
conditioned the development towards the final objective, which was ser according 
to the faction and the conquest of a certain number of territories. 
The historical content f the game was very significant. with the definition 
of specific military units for each faction. Wlienever one asked for informa- 
tion about a type of unit, a frame emerged on the right of tlie interface with al1 
the necessary data. The geographic territorial distribution was narrow, although 
with generalisations to help piayability (as in the division of the Iberian Peiiin- 
sula). The degree of satisfaction of a territory was very important, as ir could lead 
to rebellion and a loss of control of the area. 0f course, good relations with tlie 
Papacy were a basic element, an omnipresent factor in any game of medieval 
strategy worth its salt (as nientioned above for Castles I I ) .  There were twelve fac- 
tions, which allowed an iinpressive variety when playing. 
The expansion of Viking lnvasion concentrated on the British Isles in the late high 
medieval period and the central Middle Ages, that is, the moment of the Danish 
invasions. The units were applied to this reality, though which the ganie was simply 
a "monograph" of the global videoganie. 
In 2004, there came a new direction, Rome: Total War appeared with a completely 
new interface and a system of playing that broke with the previous oiies. The ar- 
mies, the units of diplomacy (diploniats or assassins), the economy (merchants), the 
priests, the ships, etc., moved around the map with total freedom. 1 inention this 
videogame because it included an expansion that was set in late Antiquity. This was 
Barbarian Invasion (2005), which came out in DVD forinat, uniting tlie expansion 
and patches to the original game. The units were from tlie stage where the Christian 
armies were raising their standards decoratcd with crosses. The great innovation 
was the possibility of fighting at night, when the spectacle of a shower of burning 
arrows is greatest. There were numerous rnods for this game, as 1 mentioned above, 
with the application oí  one circumscribed to being an applicatioll of a medieval pe- 
riod to ihe structure of RTW. 
But of course, the saya had reached an unparalleled graphic appearance. BattIes 
were a real spectacle, where one could bring the camera so close to the groups 
fighting that it was posible to see the struggle between individual soldiers, each 
with his own movement and action in the Eoreground. However, perspective and 
distance were ~ieeded to control the battlr, as iu fact, we were the generals, giving 
orders to detachmeilts, not sword sirokes to the enemy. 
For this purpose, it was necessary Lo play the character personally. That 
rnealis intervening directly, involving oiteself in the game. This is the adventilre 
or role-play type. Until now, al1 the referelices have been to strategy, either in 
turns or in real time. It is habitual that al1 the contents that thc medieval vid- 
eogames can offer are substantiated in ihe abovementioned strategy, bnt there 
is aiso the possibility of offering a closer perspective. rrtore in line with what 
ihe Middle Ages was at a given moment. And this represented an opportunity 
that was more educational than anything else, with al1 the leisure conieni that 
it could hold. 
Paris 1313 (which appeared in 2000) was another landmark amongst the 
garnes set in the Middle Ages. In the adventure genre, we find ourselves the 
year before the death of Phillip IV the Fair involved iil a series of adventures 
arising after thc unfortunate accideilt to the goldsmith, Adam of Douai, a lic- 
tional character, but where William of Nogaret, a character who we know was 
real, also appears. The history is the best aspect of ihe game, visiting the streets 
of Paris. with the f a ~ a d e  o i  Notre-Dame painted in bright colours, as it was then 
(or as we believe it would have been). It has had the assessment of the Musée 
Nacional du Moyen Age in Paris and is the type of game ihat is excellent for  edu- 
cational uses.57 
However, thr  game-shop shelves already held a game that aliowed the player 
to take on the personaliiy of any of the characters and, thus, that of a historical 
character, and it had been designed in this way. This was the moment for Wars e' 
Warriors: Joan ofArc (by Enlight, in 2004). In the first phases the leading role was 
for the French heroine, and the possibility of taking over some of her capiains, 
such as Jean de Metz. 
57. Grup F9: Videojocs a ¡'aula. "Paiis 131 3. Trasládate a vivir en el sigio X I I I '  Vidrojoir a !'Aula FY. 179, 
2002. Departament d'Educaci6 d e  la Generalitat d e  Catalunya. 5"' May 2009 cwww.xtec.cati-abernati 
piopiiestuslparis1313.pdf>. 
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Then, h the fifth phase, the possibility of playhg in strategy mode was left up to 
the player, although the predominance was for action. This mixture of strategic and 
adventure game was not as widely accepted as expected, but it was an interesting 
sideline justitied by the appearance of a game on the same subjea for PSI! an RPG with 
graphin more closely linked to the Japanese interface including the peninent monsters. 
32.2.2, ... a Mufirwrl Total Wur 11: Kingdonrs 
The truth is that the new twist imposed by Rome: Total War left the doors open for 
what appeared two years later. The second version of the game in the medieval pe- 
nod signified another landmark. It placed the strategy game on the next level up. as 
George Fidler. manager of The Creative Assembly studio ~a id . ' ~  Medieval Total War 
is, to date, the game that has offered most information about the medieval period. It 
followed the playabiüty system of RTW, where the armies, strategic units and ships 
moved on the 'saeen board" responding to our wishes. Each temtory was detined 
by lineal frontiers that only responded to the capitality of a more or less importanr 
city. The investments that the player had to make in each place directly affeaed the 
quality of the combat units and the conditions in which the nucleus develops (re- 
ligious contentment, the economic situation, citizen security, etc.). And the control 
of expenses and hcome (through a responsible management of taxes) became a 
fundamental factor for the progress of a faaion. 
58. Declaraiions on rhe niaking ulthe game. includedas a DVD in h e  Collenur's editirin ~~IMedievrrl Total 
WarR markered by Srge Europa in 2007. 
The graphia are impressive so we now have possibilities that impress the non- 
initiated and amaze the more habitual player. 
It is so spectacular that we cannot argue that it is a first ordermedium for approaching 
the Middle Ages for anyone, although only to observe the progress of a batlle. The 
complexity of the technological tree is high, aithough there are certain infrastmaures 
that are taken out o1 context, whidi is surprising for a game with a lot of hitorical 
accuracy. For example, in the Spanish faction, there is a buliting to award happiness to 
the inhabitants, when this buildhgreally dates from the lSth century. The definition of 
the factions is also somewhat generalised in this game, as the term "Spanish" includes 
al1 the peninsular kingdoms of the actual Kingdorn of Spain, which did not occur in the 
first edition of MTW, where Aragon and Navarre appeared independently. In contrast, 
Ponugal has always appeared separate, as an autonomous faction. The interest to stay 
as close as possible to the faas has necessitated the use of assessment for the islamic 
area (Aksaa Ltd. Management and 'Ii-aining Consultants), a drcumstance that is also 
mentioned in the usefs manual. The religious aspea is very important in the game. As 
for the Christian pan, relations with the Papacy d e h e  the good state of the diplomacy 
with the other Catholic factions. In fact, exmmmunication leads to a generalised 
worsening of relations with these factions. Instead of beiig sustained by a lineage like 
the rest, the Holy See possesses a Conege of Cardlnals tbat replaces the popes who die. 
Also each member of this corps is asaibed to a nation, so that the animosity of some 
pontiff is guaranteed if we control a specific faaion and depends on how bad (or good) 
his relations are with this faction. 
The system of faction leaden, where the generals are linked to the roya1 family, is 
very interesting, as ea& charaaer will have personal features that will render them able 
or unable ti) undenake cenain actions, as weU as behaviour that can skirt rebellion (or 
who revolis. declares himself rebel and raises an army that intenupts the emnomic dy- 
namin wherever it is, and who has to be defeated in a punitive banle). The machmery 
of war, which in Age of Empires II had iis own combar dynamic, in MTW, l i e  in al1 the 
series, is spectacular in iis dynamic during the stmggle by units oí íootsoldien. The firing 
of uebuchets, the use of battering rams, catapults, nbauldequins, mangonels and even 
the shots from the earlien gunpowder anefacts are a real pleasure for the medievalist 
videoplayer. The assaults on fortifications are a spectacle of their own. more so if it is the 
player who has designed the mmbat tactic: the rupture oí waUs, a battering ram attack- 
ing the gate, boiling oil being pured h m  the machicolations above it ... The bbudings 
are not doned, but each has its own appearance and together they make up the nu- 
cleus. This chamaeristic is mpleted by the damage inflicted on these infrasuuaures by 
the impaa of cannon bak or anülery bombs. which is very tangible and redlistic. All this 
is accompanied by a sound track and effem that give the product a quality that the me- 
dievalist will thoroughly enjoy. For those who are not specialists, they will surely want 
to 6nd out more about the penod. You do not need to imagine how the siege engines 
worked: you see it with what I b i s  are impressive graphin. There is nothing ccimpara- 
ble to observing a heavy cavalry charge with the camera at ground level. 
The historical battles are exciting, as you can participate in the assault on Setenil. 
the clashes at Pavia, Agincourt, Arsuf, Hastings (the battle chosen for the tutorial), 
Tannenberg and Otumba. 
In the various turns, information appears that is well placed. chronologically 
speaking. 
Around 1348, a dialogue box emerges that states that there is an epideinic of 
a disease devastating Europe, and from then on, there are few moments when 
some of the cities conrrolled are not infected (which has to be responded to witb a 
quarantine). This type of iniormarion is very conimon in the expansion of Ilingdoms, 
so for example, the M W  11 Crusades campaign has thc Venetian intervention ir1 
1204, the Mongol invasion froni the east iri the mid 13"' century, or the rise of 
Osman as the leader who formalised the future Ottoman einpire. 
Once the gainc had been transferred t o a  formar for mobile phone terminals, the 
second medieval instalment of Total War,  with a niultiple expansion, was completed 
in 2007, which is really a single DVD with four monographic games. Medieval Total 
II: I<ingdoms is built around a canipaign set during the Crusades (starting in 1174, 
with the Leper King), another in mid-13Ih century England (beginning in 1258, 
with Henry 111 on the throne), a third with the Teutonic Order, concentrated on the 
northern Europea11 sector, and the fourth, which represents the greatcst innova- 
tion of the edition, incorporating the first European incursions into the Caribbean 
and continental Central America. The product met the expectations and continued 
perfectly with tlie quality of the game-base ("vanilla game" as the gamers define it 
in some forurns). 
There is an element missing in the garne. and that is that the naval hattle is no1 
controlled, being resolved by the AI. This factor has been corrected by the creators 
in the latest instalment of the saga, Empire Total War, set in the lXLh century. We wait 
with anticipation for the Australian developers to continue with the medieval saga, 
and ior a third title to appear with the maritime combats situated at tlie same level 
as the land battles ( o r a n  aspiration to this). 
Among this generatiori of gan'ies. centred on MTW 11, rhe latest innovations 
of a typology of game that is linked to strategy must also be reviewed. One of 
these is Crusaders. T h y  I<ingdom come (2008) developed by Neocore. It is also a 
RTS in 3D, and the graphics are excellent. It is basically a series of meetings, 
with the battle as a basis of the videogame, and the haudling of resources is 
restricted to money. Comparisons are always hateful, but if we are looking for 
a medieval simulation, this game does not offer many possibilities apart from 
the combats. This is an  aspeci that has to be emphasised, as the cliniatology, the 
terrain or the tiredness of the units, etc., have a direct impact on the response 
of the gaine and its final result. It has the recommendation of The  Hislory Chan- 
ne2, which, as we have seen, was n o t a n  element of sufficient guarantee in the 
contcxt of Crusades, but which ends up being an  important catchword ior thc 
consumer. It is magnificent to note the imporrance that the medievalist gives to 
rigor in these ganies. 
A similar game is Xl l l  Century. Death or Glory (that rcplaced Xl I l  Century: Sword 
&Honor ) ,  by the Russiau 1C Company (riow 1C Avalon) and Unicorn Gaines, 
which also appeared in 2008. In ihis game, ihe videoplayer has the opportunity 
to fight in solne thirty historical battles by five nations (English, French, impe- 
riai German, Russians and Mongols), wiih a last option of being able to fight in 
Stirling, Worringen. Campaldino and the Navas de Tolosa. All these are set in 
the century that changed Europe and gives the produa its title. Among others. 
there are various weil-known battles, such as Evesham, Falkirk, Lewes, Muret. 
Taillebourg, Bouvines, Marchfeld, Cortenuova or Lake Peipus. These combats are 
already envisaged by the A1 of the programme and leave the tactical question in 
the player's hands. There is no greater approach. The cover of the game defines it 
as 'historical strategy" as a general qualification, but no game has any greater his- 
torical concretion than this. The most interesting is the opening of Slav Medieval 
History to the western medievalist, with clashes unknown to the vast majority 
of players (including a good part of the medievalists. more familiar with western 
medieval history). 1 mentioned that this distance has an indisputable attraction. 
and, although some players might not care about ñghting in Rakovor or the Mid- 
dle East, for the medievalist it means an approach to these Middle Ages. so dis- 
tant, unknown and important for European history through the later formation 
of the various Slavonic nations. The introductions at the beghning of each clash 
are good prologues tu involve oneself in this history, even more so when the con- 
ditions that lead to the battle are adequately presented but the result is nowhere 
announced. 
~LLUSTRATION 22.  XlU CEMURY. DEATH <IR GI.ORY. DETAII Or ALEXANDER (>F N<IV<;ORUU CAVALRY. 
PRELIMINAIHES OF TIIE BATTLE OP LAKE PEII'IIS. 
These games of strategy have never hidden other possibilities. Murewer, situated 
a1 the same level of diffusion, although no1 of informative quality for the Middle 
Ages, Assussin's Creed competes on the same level as Medieval Total Wm 11 among 
the "back of the wardrobe" of the medievalist player, not to mention the generic 
aficionado of games with histoncal settings. The qualitative leap that comes from 
the spread «f the high definirion technology (HD) to the world of the consoles has 
broadened the possibüities of playing in the field of mle and adventure. 
Ahead of any other ndeogame is the above-mentioned game, staning m e  of the fic- 
tional charaaers that has gone from the console and the computer to the world of mar- 
keting, with fan clubs and foUowen on al1 continents. Al&, a rnember of the Islamic 
sert of the assassuis. has been since 2007, the pruicipal virtual acto? of Asasin's Creed. 
With rhe players aware of the great contnbution that science ficti«n Iias niade to 
tlie script, [he developers decided to indicate the beginning ol the game wiih a very 
visible riore on ilie screen, "based on hbtoncal events and characters". Tliis plaiisihility 
in games of hisiorical character has always been sought after, hiit has growii in receni 
years. In this case. thr criticisrn of the produn made in MerrSratiorz.conf is that thr degra- 
daiioii (11 rlic protagciriist produces a reduction of a m s  and physical powers, as if he had 
Iost agility and niastery for certain actions with the loss of confidente hy the sea. This 
is said ahoiit a ganie tliat bases its script on mental translatioii through a inachine (Ani- 
mus) i« recover thc genetic memory of an ancestor of the star who lives today. However, 
since the suipt is ahout an assassin who seeks the lesser evil thwugh crinies thai can 
mitigate greater killings, ihe developers use political correctness to fit into the market 
without aeating problems: 'This work of fiction has been designed, developed and 
pmduced by a muitintltural team of different religious beüefs" (introdwtion meen). 
From the same epoch, although launched shortly after, is Bladestorm. The Hundred 
Yean' War, by Koei, also mentioned in previous chapters. Integrally designed for 
the latest generation graphic console (PS3 and Xbox), it is an action and beat'em 
up game where you can handle a series oí mercenaries, obviously choosing the 
English or French sides, but mixed with some straregy and tactics io handle the 
groups during battle. In combat, it is very similar to Wars B' Warriors: Joan of Are, 
although only for the hand to hand fighting. But the saipt is different, and is open 
to the progression of rhe game, so that it is in the new system of videogames with 
an emerging narrative (or aspiring to this). The interface chosen is a mixture of 
purely medieval elements with manga iconography, such as King Edward, the Black 
Prince. Jean of Metz or Queen Phillipa, as mentioned above. 
The lasi game that 1 wish to present is Mount and Blade. This is an RPG that was 
launched recently (March 2009) by the firm Paradox for PC. It is simply magnificent 
at showing a notion of medieval life. If you wanr to pemnaüse a simularion of the 
Middle Ages, this is your game. The possibility of aeating out own biography is the 
deííning characteristic oí this genre. With a wide range of optiuns, su& as your father 
being an impoverished noble, a veteran warrior, a traveliing merchant, a hunter, a 
nornad of the steppe or a ihief, or that your chiidhood was spent as a page in the court 
of a noble, or as a shop assistant, etc., the personality of the protagonist is configured 
at ihe start of the game, the player being able to transform rhe virtual image of hUnself 
with very full physiognomic details. 
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It continues witli the adolescente and presence or absence of education, and it 
ends with a personal summons that is supposediy the starting point for the develop- 
ment of the game: for personal vengeance, for the loss of a loved one, for an urge to 
explore, desires for power ... to end with a challel~ging "Take the bit between your 
teeth; ride towards Calradia". The vidcogame is a simutator of medieval life, where 
the vital and temporal context is importaut  he game begins on the 23'd of March 
1257, in the mid-13"' century), bu1 not the geographic context. This occurs also on 
other occasions, but never as obviously as in this case. Calradia is a fictitious terri- 
tory, but one which might be ser in any landscape of the western coasts of France, 
Britain or Germany. In fact, the cities, the robbers, the buildings ... everyone has 
their own image of those lands in thosc limes. It is an incitement to live the Middle 
Ages in the first pcrson, through which it achieves enormous playability. 
The latter have al1 been titles which have initiated an unquestionable process. 
generating the specific interest that the games on medieval themes have among 
the potential user of this product. We learn iinmediately that there is a new version 
of Assassin's Creed, as the second game of a saga, which on this occasion puts the 
leading character, Desmond Miles, in the skin of one of his ancestors, Ezio, iri the 
cities of northern Renaissance Italy. The images thar we can enjoy are even more 
spectacular than those of the first instalment, with those Tuscan streets and sqnares 
as the scenario recreated in tbe style of the end of the 15Ih century and the hcginning 
of the 16"'.59 In the same way, and aiso from Ubisoft, another commercial strategy 
game has been launched to extend the Anno saga. corresponding on this occasion to 
Anno 1404, set in the Orient. 
4. Conclusions 
It is evident that the young player's interest in the Middle Ages is marked by 
the use of videogames with a historical backdrop, or directly by the clear presenta- 
tion ol the medieval past. In somc cases, teacliing experiments are already being 
carried out, backed by somc specific pedagogic studies," which aim to exploit the 
vast educational possibilities ol the conteiits of videogames. This was not one of the 
targcts of this study, but there is no  doubt that this can be the research line for the 
next study. In the same way, andas  a more interesting (or important) reflection, I 
wish tu draw together varioils notes and thoughts drafted dnring rhc writing ol this 
article, such as that of the phenomenon of historical siinulation and its manipula- 
tion, as well as the factor of historical simularion and the importance that this might 
59. The gamc's home pagc. Ubiroft Enterlainrneni. Assasin's Creed 2. 21" April 2009 <hup:l!assassin. 
screcd.es.ubi.corn!assassins-creed-2!teaser>. 
60. Gálver de la ~i¡estu. María del Carmen. "Apiirariones de los vidcojuegos de contenido histórico en 
la uiila". Icono 14. 2006. Asociación científica dc las N N T i  de la Educación- 6'"ay 2009 <http:l!www. 
i~onoI4.11et!revista!num7iarriculos!carmen%20gaivez.pdf>. 
have for real knowledge of the past, supposing that the concept of ucrony has to be 
present at al1 times. 
This article has arisen from the record of a snapshot taken in early 2009, with 
the certainty that in a Eew years it will have to be updated with new titles and tech- 
nological applications. We have only been able to glimpse a small number of their 
possibilities for playing, learning and sociability. The latest generation consoles will 
stop being thus, and the presumed decline OS the PC as a games platform is not so 
certain when the giant Elcctronics Arts is firmly betting on this medium." 
1 have presented the complex reality of the universe of videogames, insisting 
on the importante of their concept, as well as the developments oS the elemeiits 
that constitute them, including the hardware and software in their different facets 
(models, technology, markets, companies, distributors, developers. etc.), always 
linked to the impact of the use OS a nieans (a specific one, for example) and its 
location in the mercantile space on the possibilitiesof playingone product or another. 
Videogames with a historical background have become one of the pillars of this 
market, especially those inspired in the medieval period, both in terms of the Eantasy 
aspect and in t e m s  of those ruled by more historical realism. The technology used 
has been a determining factor since the earliest times of the videogame, especially 
because the spectacular nature of the graphics has increased, and this has heavily 
infiuenced the attraction that medieval scenarios have had on potentiat players. 
These people, whether or not they have any traininy or knowledge about the 
period, or simply have some ideas about the Middle Ages, are classified in a range of 
categories defined by the objective that a game of these characteristics aims to meet; 
from the specialist to the amatcur in medieval maitcrs, tbe range of people who 
enjoy these games is very wide. A reality that is changiny is that the videoplayer is 
young (adotescent), both because the use of these games has extended as a leisure 
activity among older generations and because with the passing of tiine, the players 
will keep playing while they grow older. This will mean that among those young 
people who created a fahric OS medieval contents, which were once forged as 
aprioristic concepts, sorne wilf reach university classrooms with a ser of knowledge 
derived froni the videogames they have played. Thus the quantity and quality of 
the media they have played with and the titles they have had access to will become 
something definitive. For the specialist who faces this reality in a classroom, it will 
be a challenge to have students with these characteristics. constituting as they do 
an  ever-larger group. 
A journey through the evolution ol the videogame inspired in the medieval 
period completes this study. The developmeot from the first products, simple fron~ 
our perspective in 2009, to the most recent, has perfeaed the contents presented to 
the player. The quality of the game as such has not been the subject of my study, as 
each person can be drawn by a different aspect, so the valuation 1 have sometimes 
61. According to drclaraiions by Eric Brown. director of EA: "The PC ir bec<rining thc most widely usrd 
platform". with [he support and open bid for aiid rhe production of videogames for compnters. 
García, Enrique. "Pc se está convirlieiido en la plataforma más entendida". Meristation: Noticim. 6'"~ay 
2009. 6"'May 2009 <www.iireiistation.c~~~n/~3/dcs~nolicia.php?id=cw9a0149d262d9bbpic=GEN>. 
included about one title or another (in one sense or another) has had more to do 
with the perspective of the medievalist, although the medievalist videoplayer. The 
value judgements that 1 have inserted at specific momeuts have had more to do 
with the defence of a criterion about what 1 consider interesting, or what can be 
interesting, than with what the player finds on using a videogame about the Middle 
Ages, because in the end they will extract an image and a series of concepts. With 
the premise that a game has to be attractive and entertaining, [he quality of the 
medieval content must be balanced by the leisure aspect, which will help io favour 
the value of the product arid rhe results the players ohtain from using it. In the same 
way as this imaginarium of the medieval and the number of stereotypes can be a 
good starting point for a deeper knowledge of this historical p e r i ~ d , ~ '  the videogame 
is becoming a ieading element for this, much better even than the cinematographic 
resource. 
The importance of videogames has never ceased to grow since their invention, 
with the applications continuously surprising users and observers. 1 hope that the 
superficial review of hardware and software has served as an  approxirnate idea of 
tlie current reality to frame this universe of the videogame and the Middle Ages. 
The importance of the titles linked to the medieval past or using its stereotypes as 
a necessary (even essential) iconography has been the undercurrent of this study, 
with the hope of having generated among the neophytes an approach to this new 
world, ever closer through the simple fact that the videogame is occupying spaces in 
everyday leisure. As university teachers, we must clearly understand that our new 
students' concept of the medieval period, in the European system of convergente 
for higher studies, will not be generated by the cinema as it has been until now, but 
raiher by the videogame. The evidence is overwhelming. To deny ii is to close one's 
eyes nor only to the future, but rather a very live and dynamic preserii. 
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